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was Edgar Allen Poe’s literary descendan
Ranier: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 4, 2002
whom
the London Times called “the logi
(Queen Adventures, preliminary quotes).
Ellery Queen’s forefathers built the
would craft the traditional American dete
Doyle mastered the English detective fic
Sherlock Holmes, the character that has b
detective. Poet and critic Edgar Alien Po
America with six works of detective ficti
ratiocination” because of the necessity of
the puzzles. Poe’s fictional detective Au
early 1840s using his keen logic and obse
103-105). Today, Poe is given literary c
title “father of the modem detective story
considering that Poe’s work was popular
works of popular literature, such as the s
extremely important to the detective ficti
forgotten.
Scholars often criticize detective sto
yet Edgar Allen Poe, the author who inve
genius. Poe’s formula for his tales of rat
insoluble mystery, a supremely brilliant y
though less astute confidant, and an earne
(Kennedy 750-751). “The centenary of P
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because
itReview,
is aVol.part
of1 popular culture, a
Gardner-Webb
4 [2017], Art.
author of Your God is Alive and Well a
Nelson points out that popular culture,
that are already held, while art presents
reader to think differently. Popular lite
systems and shapes those beliefs as wel
than high literature and art could (196).
Detective fiction is one type of pop
systems and fears of humanity and socie
scholars like modernist Edmund Wilson
detective novels is a kind of vice... addi
to the intellect” (qtd. in Rosenberg 16).
the value of popular literature may satis
neglect key truths about humanity and s
Detective fiction possesses many re
Robert F. Geary, in his essay On Horro
intrinsic “desire for the sacred” (Geary
twentieth century, authors of high litera
fragmentation and loss of faith. T.S. El
illustrates how society fulfills the desire
fortune-tellers, tarot cards, and other pe
notices the same trend in today’s societ
psychic transformation, tracts extolling
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(Kamick 59).
Ranier:
Gardner-Webb
Review, Volume 4,perspective
2002
Ellery
Queen’s
on the d
by Poe’s formula, and Queen himself de
ratiocination, complete with crime and/o
clues, deduction, and solution; in its pur
be a detective, amateur or professional,
time to the problems of detection” (Bibl
There is no question that Poe was the fa
but as stated by detective fiction critic A
the American detective story” (11).
In actuality, Ellery Queen was not a
personality; Queen was the pseudonym
Dannay as well as the name of the centr
Lee and Dannay, cousins, grew up in Br
(Haycraft 1139). Even as children, the
detective fiction, particularly Sherlock H
the excitement of seeing a new Holmes’
to his novel based on the story of his yo
under Dannay’s given name, Daniel Nat
rather read a Sherlock Holmes book tha
passion swayed the store’s owner to let
and the boy stayed up reading The Valle
The last page fascinated Danny, and he
Holmes: “T don’t say that he can’t be b
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exercises, technically excellent but unw
character
by4 [2017],
any
Gardner-Webb nor
Review, Vol.
Art. 1emotion other than
During Queen’s second period, the cou
slick magazines and Hollywood scripts.
extreme volume of work produced betw
stories lack intellectual depth and overf
uninteresting characters that the cousins
silver screen. Nevins sees the second pe
progressive humanization of Ellery and
necessary preparation for the great synt
Three began in 1942, and many uphold
for its superb plots, characterization, ex
politics, religion, history, and psycholo
Player on the Other Side, Queen began
repeated earlier themes while stretching
His “radical” experiments from 1963-1
(12). During this period, Lee struggled
block, and ghostwriters took his place a
Queen legacy ended with Lee’s death in
Although Queen was not a religiou
impossible not to be fascinated by [Que
religious field—and this...is very chara
Because Ellery Queen played such a sig
of detective fiction, Queen is an ideal a
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man” (1).
What
critics
have
Ranier:
Gardner-Webb
Review, Volume
4, 2002 not formerly noti
common themes of detective fiction and
conflict between the known and hidden,
reason and faith, and between salvation
wage war against each other throughout
the King James Version of the Bible.
Ellery Queen excels at implementin
works. The novella The Lamp of God, h
according to Nevins, that is seen again i

Dead, The Origin ofEvil, Ten Days ’ W
Side {Royal 461). And in the article “R
Marvin Lachman mentions Queen’s The
summarizes And on the Eighth Day, cal

a novel of religious metaphor” (101).
This study of Queen’s religious the
for several reasons. First, in order to ga
it is necessary to examine a work that bo
Ghostwriters took Lee’s place writing se
works, including And On The Eighth Da
but Manfred B. Lee and Frederic Danna
Wonder. Second, Queen wrote Ten Day
period, which stands today as “the crow
Days’ Wonder possesses both literary an
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to punish Diedrich for getting married.
accuses
Howard
ofArt.
committing
the crim
Gardner-Webb
Review, Vol. 4 [2017],
1
and the detective uses his powerful logic
each of the Ten Commandments in an e
destroy “the greatest Father-Image of al
overcome with guilt, Howard kills hims
that his brilliant logic had mistaken and
the real killer—Diedrich Van Horn. Di
letters, blackmailed the couple, murdere
of crimes based on the Ten Commandm
frame Howard. Ellery revisits Wrightsv
the man to commit suicide.
Queen packs Ten Days ’ Wonder wi
be impossible to thoroughly examine all
Examples include the father-son relation
calls “the concept of the paternalism of
Diedrich’s father who was “a fundamen
anthropomorphic, personally vengeful, j
{Ten 244); Howard’s sculptures of ancie
both the father-image and idolatry; the S
senile mother, including passages from
102, 116-118); and Diedrich’s recurring
subtle clues in Ellery’s mind (233). The
symbolism of Ten Days ’ Wonder that fo
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unrest, yet Lovecraft argues that the fea
innate
humanReview,
trait
that
Ranier: Gardner-Webb
Volume
4, 2002 religious themes
(qtd. in Geary 290-291). The Bible itse
Centuries before detective fiction, God’
feared God because He was a Great Un
cannot now see God, because His face i
Old Testament, a prophet says to God, “
thyself, O God of Israel, the Saviour” (I
The Lamp of God, Queen says that “the
vast blackness” (qtd. in Nevins 65-66),
impossible to fully solve.
The mystery of God’s name is also
Queen in his solution to the Van Horn m
Old Testament is the name of the Lord,
Moses; and that name is hidden in the te
which were variously written—actually
YHWH... and of these reconstructions
modem world is Yahweh” (181) Queen
“tetragrammaton” to charge Howard wi
H. H. Waye, Howard broke the Comman
name of the Lord thy God in vain... And
the name H. H. Waye, you’ll find that th
Yahweh” (181).
Just as “each letter, word, number,
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thatGardner-Webb
he is committing
Review, Vol. 4 [2017], Art. 1 crimes in his amn
Queen to help him solve his mystery: “
down, Ellery. Not knowing. I’ve got t
come home with me” (Ten 20).
After agreeing to come home with
father, Diedrich Van Horn, another cha
hidden behind his outward appearance.
that the elder Van Horn was a great iro
force, dignity, humanity, brilliance, com
However, the book’s surprise ending re
blackmailed Howard and Sally” (223)
murder to satisfy [his] cold fury for rev
Not only does Queen rely on the th
in his works, the cousins, both formerly
the public’s fascination with the unkno
through several publicity stunts. What
existed in the beginning of the Queen l
name and personality of Ellery Queen.
work, one of the cousins would appear
signings, and parties wearing a mask to
Queen. This stunt served to fan the fla
easier to remember since the fictitious
author’s name (Haycraft 1139).
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states that Diedrich “would die only thro
Ranier: Gardner-Webb
Review, Volume 4, 2002
lightning”
(38).
The forces of light triumph over da
Scripture to expose evil. The Bible prom
light the hidden things of darkness” (I C
sure your sin will find you out” (Num. 3
“the moral tale, in which good is reward
and the Old Testament reads like a colle
triumphs over evil—a virtuous young D
great flood cleanses the world of evil an
family, God’s chosen righteous people e
Pharaoh. In Scripture, good does not de
prophesied Battle of Armageddon, and N
story, the conquering of evil offers only
of good rather than a complete defeat of
reaffirmation of the presence and power
humans relish this victory no matter how
in seeing evil in a tangible form. “Shape
however horrid. And that can be an imp
Queen gives shape to both evil and
evil and good into one shape of an evil m
tendencies. Nevins calls this character a
In Ten Days' Wonder, Diedrich Van Ho
him as “a big strong protecting angel of
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that people can create valid moral syste
his Gardner-Webb
evil god-man
character,
Queen illus
Review, Vol. 4 [2017],
Art. 1
attempt to take the place of God ultima
Queen’s novels tells Ellery, “There is o
He” (qtd. in Kamick 61).
The Bible tells of an evil god-man’
God. Christians refer to that evil god-m
refers to him as “that man of sin ... the
exalteth himself above all that is called
he as God sitteth in the temple of God,
Thess. 2.3-4). While claiming to be G
appear to be godly, the Scripture’s Anti
evil and ultimately will not be able to c
Bible continues, “And then shall that W
shall consume...and shall destroy” (2 T
where an evil man plays the role of a go
revealed, bringing destruction to the ch
conclusion of Ten Day’s Wonder in his
helped you commit these crimes, and w
the penalty” (244). Ellery then forces t
In Biblical terms, “The wages of sin is
certainly the wages of Diedrich’s sin is
Nevins has a different perspective
different explanation for the character’s
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The detective’s task requires utmos
Ellery
QueenReview,
is Volume
unsure
Ranier: Gardner-Webb
4, 2002 about religious m
and indefatigable agnostic” (Lamp 4).
Queen as an agnostic, their personal rel
only clues a reader can gather to specul
are that they both grew up in Jewish hom
knowledge of Scripture that consistently
frequently put Ellery Queen in situation
potential to make him “become perman
The conflicting religious views of autho
Arthur Conan Doyle and Sherlock Holm
Religious Views of Sherlock Holmes” b
actually went out of his way to make Ho
supernatural,” yet Doyle himself clung
John Dickson Carr in his biography of D
Therefore, as Minyard continues, “The
contribute in some way to advancing the
Although Manfred B. Lee and Frederic
any one faith, the cousins’ direct intenti
“undeniable,” according to Karnick. Th
his intentions very clear, stating, for exa
On The Eighth Day after reading about
their parallels to the Gospels” (3).
The works of Queen and other dete
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Wonder
, religion
Gardner-Webb
Review, Vol. 4 [2017],isArt.a1 part of the myster

religion in order to understand the clue
Detective Ellery Queen also relies on th
seemingly brilliant deduction with How
Ellery points out that Howard brok
with “six acts, nine crimes...Nine of th
according to an authority a great deal o
authority who’s usually spelled with a c
sculpting the ancient gods, Howard bro
Commandments to “have no other gods
no “graven image” (Ex. 20.4). By sign
took the Lord’s name in vain, breaking
By desecrating his parents’ graves on S
parents and dishonored the Sabbath day
Commandments (Ex. 20.8-12). By tak
broke the Eighth Commandment “Thou
having an affair with Sally, Howard co
neighbor’s wife, disobeying the Sevent
20.14,17). By denying that he gave Ell
broke the Ninth Commandment “Thou
they neighbor” (Ex. 20.16). Finally, by
Commandment, “Thou shalt not kill” (E
solution to the authorities, sending How
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saved or the guilty must die. In Scriptur
Ranier: Gardner-Webb
Review, Volume 4, salvation,
2002
before
experiencing
one must
payment for sin. “...We were reconcile
Son...” (Rom. 5.10). The death of God
doctrine. The Bible says that God’s per
from death through the death of God inc
love toward us, in that while we were ye
5.8). In detective fiction, three types of
restored social balance, restored health
(Nelson 190-191). The only way to ach
balance, and to establish retribution in T
death of Diedrich Van Horn.
The passing of time has contributed
popularity. Kamick says that Queen’s p
“passion for truth... in this time of wides
truths,” according to Kamick (59). Kam
to realize that Queen’s truths were most
that according to Harmon’s Handbook t
and often unordered actuality as oppose
(326). The modernist period resembles
not accept the Bible as absolute truth. F
agree in Lachman’s story that no one dis
religion is no longer important to people
Christian and Jewish doctrines are not a
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investigate every Biblical clue. Reader
Queen...
search
Gardner-Webbin
Review,
Vol. 4 [2017], of
Art. 1 the truth.
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Devoted to the Appreciation of Myste

Ranier: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 4, 2002

19-24.
- - -. “Religious Cults and the Mystery.” Synod
Detective Fiction. Ed. Jon L. Breen a
Scarecrow, 1990. 99-101.
Landrum, Larry N. American Mystery and Detec
CT: Greenwood Press, 1999.
Lauter, Paul, ed. The Heath Anthology of Ameri
Vol. 2. Lexington: Heath, 1994.
Mazzella, Anthony J. “Whatever Happened to E
35.2
(1986): 25-34.
Minyard, Applewhite. “The Religious Views of
Journal:

an Irregular Quarterly of Sherlockian
Nathan, Daniel. The Golden Summer. Boston: L
Nelson, John Wiley. Your God is Alive and Well

Philadelphia: Westminster, 1976.
Nevins, Francis M., Jr. Royal Bloodline: Ellery
Green:
The Popular Press, 1974.
Queen, Ellery. The Adventures of Ellery Queen.

-. The Detective Short Story: A Bibliography
-. “The Lamp of God.” The New Adventures o
—. Ten Days'Wonder. 1948. New York: Poc
Rosenberg, Betty. Genrefecting: A Guide to Re

CO:
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themselves that I could not understand.
Gardner-Webb Review, Volume
2002
the Ranier:
phenomenon
of 4,speaking
in tongues
teenagers entrusted to my care I frantica
for a proper response. I recalled the adm
Christians at Corinth that uninterpreted
assembly. Yet these people were all pra
say about that? Unclear as to what exac
the service. Later I explained to them th
not a Baptist practice. Why, I wondered
this position? Having experienced a cal
and contemplating that ministry would l
decided that this was an issue that I mus
a legitimate practice that is generally rej
faithful to the Baptist mission? Such qu
following examination is a culmination
The purpose of this thesis will be to
questions: What exactly are tongues? A
tongues be practiced in the church today
Christian’s life? Are all believers suppo
any biblical evidence to support the Pen
evidence? Is there a biblical basis for th
prayer language? Finally, is glossolalia
is it bestowed on certain individuals?
There are many approaches one can
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The methodology will be very syste
of glossolalia
and
to answer the
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol.
4 [2017],attempt
Art. 1
this thesis will be as follows: introductio
tongues as initial evidence; examination
Acts, 1 Corinthians, and other New Tes
issue); and conclusion (including an ans
introduced at the outset).

Tongues as Ini

The issue of tongues as initial evide
most widely criticized aspects of Pentec
who hold this view argue that the Pente
Christians are to emulate. They see the
2:1-13 as the only mode by which Chris
Spirit. In other words, Pentecostals vie
by which all subsequent experiences are
indeed filled with the Holy Spirit, then h
in Luke’s account, speaking in tongues
some Pentecostals argue that if one doe
person has not been baptized by the Ho
The first official public proclamatio
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founder of the International Church of t
Ranier: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 4, 2002
response
to such a question.4 She notes
restaurant sign, one expects to find a ba
establishment. So, she says, is the purp
to the phenomenon of glossolalia, he/sh
within.5 The classic Pentecostal doctrin
If one does not speak in tongues then th
Spirit within them. As mentioned befor
Pentecost were a pattern for all “genuin
Spirit.6
At this juncture it is imperative tha
Pentecostals believe is the baptism of th
Pentecostal perspective on glossolalia a
be accurately presented. Conn suggests

1 Lyman Kulathungam, “Why Tongue
(1992): 23.
2 Ibid.

3 Frank D. Macchia, “Discerning
Spirit by Michael Welker,” Journal ofPent

4 Edward Engelbrech, “To Speak in a
122.

5 Ibid.
6 Luke Timothy Johnson, “Glossolali
The Princeton Seminary Bulletin 2 (1997): 198.
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mass of believers to their privile
Gardner-Webb
Vol. 4 [2017], Art. 1
forReview,
them....
In every passage in the Bible
with the Holy Spirit are mention
to service. The Baptism with th
to cleansing from sin. It has to d
with graces of character. The st
the Baptism with the Holy Spiri
Baptism with the Holy Spirit ma
in most cases accompanied by a
transformation, but the Baptism
either an eradication of the carn
heart. It is the impartation of su
and sometimes one may have ra
graces.8
This quotation reveals the Pentecos
Holy Spirit. It is evident that for Pente
baptism of the Holy Spirit. Therefore,
can be truly saved and not be baptized

7 Charles W. Conn, “Glossolalia and
Glossolalia Phenomenon (Cleveland, TN: Pathw
8 R. A. Torrey, What the Bible Teach
1933), 271-73, quoted by Conn, 33-4.
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the world that she had a commission tha
of God.”13
Ranier: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 4, 2002
Pentecostals hold that the baptism o
by glossolalia because they discern that
book of Acts.14 They hold that Luke-Ac
book in all of biblical literature.”15 The
which non-Pentecostal scholars have pla
the Pauline epistles) above Acts.16 They
in Acts should be given more theologica
other words, due to their notion that Luk

9 Ibid., 34.
10 Ibid., 34-5.
11 Gary B. McGee, “Early Pentecostal H
Book of Acts,” ed. Gary B. McGee, Initial Evidenc
1991), 97.
12 Frank D. Macchia, “The Question o
Pentecostal Theology 2 (April 1993): 118.

“McGee, 101.
14 For the sake of clarity, in this sectio
regarding such patterns in Acts are taken at face v
messages the relevant texts are actually saying. F
Acts will be presented as is.
15 Roger Stronstad, “The Prophethood
Charismatic Theology,” Journal of Pentecostal T
1G McGee, “Early Pentecostal Hermene
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(Acts 10:1-48) is the historical p
ofReview,
theVol.Gentiles
by grace apart fr
Gardner-Webb
4 [2017], Art. 1
11). The same episode also ma
baptism which Luke has earlier
Pentecost narrative.24
Pentecostals interpret the narrative
as a pattern to be applied to the church
Within the Pentecostal argument f
baptism also lies their perceived purpo
that the purpose of this baptism is “to e
witness for Christ.”25 Willis notes that
be a sign for the unbeliever and edifica
Pentecostals leave room for interpretat

17 Stronstad, 18.
18 Ibid.
19 Ibid.
20 Ibid.
21 Gordon D. Fee, “Hermeneutics and
Pentecostal Hermeneutics,” Perspectives on the
Book House, 1976), 125.
22 Stronstad, 23.
23 Ibid., 25.
24 Ibid.
25 Conn, 31.
26 Willis, 266.
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Pentecostals opposed to it. Max Turner
Ranier: Gardner-Webb with
Review, Volume
substantially
the4, 2002issue of evidential
note that the tongues led to ‘questions a
preaching which communicates the gosp
the event, which so many Pentecostals u
evidential tongues (Acts 2:1-13) actuall
the “intelligible” proclamation of the go
Holy Spirit’s work.28
There are a plethora of counter-arg
evidential tongues. Therefore, only the
arguments will be considered here. One
evidential tongues is that “the God of va
evidence.”29 Those who are opposed to
Baptism in the Holy Spirit argue that it
limit the way in which God chooses to r
to this argument is another which states
spirit can be the evidence."31 Those wh
a gift of the Spirit and that each gift is o
and one Spirit who disperses every gift.

27 Max Turner, “Spiritual Gifts: Then
28 Ibid.
29 Carl Brumback, What Meaneth Thi
30 Ibid.
31 Ibid., 249.
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The Emergence of a Middle G

While the majority of individuals a
Pentecostal doctrine of tongues as initia
attempted to find a point of compromis
Willis, while still supporting evidential
baptism of the Holy Spirit, notes that it
evidence:
There are other important evide
Ghost. The Holy Spirit is to be
a Teacher. He reveals the Son.
witnessing. These benefits as w
also characterize the life of the b
Although he is a major advocate o
Macchia does see some room for a com
Initial Evidence, edited by Gary McGe
the Taw of tongues’ in which glossolal
n Ibid, 252.
33 Ibid.
34 Ibid, 258.

35 Lewis J. Willis, “Glossolalia in Per
Glossolalia Phenomenon (Cleveland, TN: Pathw
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terms involved. The primary texts that
Ranier:
Gardner-Webb Review,
Volume 4, 20028:4-25; 9:1-19; 1
Acts
2:1-13;
2:38-39;
12-14. Other selected passages from th
as Paul’s Epistle to the Romans, while n
inform the New Testament understandin
texts will be examined. The primary ph
already mentioned, comes from the Gre
The word glw' ssa, which can be tran
“languages” is used in the New Testame
word that comes into consideration whe
concerning glossolalia is the word diav
translated as “language.” This word is u
Testament.39 It shall be determined from
cohesion between the various texts can
student of this phenomenon must accept
come to an understanding of the “theolo
Testament, as opposed to one, unified “
It has been noted, while some woul
of uses in the first century of the concep

36 Macchia, 119.
37 Ibid., 121.
38 Kurt Aland, Vollstandige Konkorda
2 (Spezialubersichten, Berlin: Walter de Gruyter,
39Ibid., 70-1.
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understanding of glossolalia. Therefor
Gardner-Webb Review,in
Vol. order
4 [2017], Art. 1to illuminate this c
in question

Acts 2

The Pentecost event, Acts 2:1-13,
use, or disuse, of glossolalia. Every sc
issue of tongues must examine this pas
any viability. The following is a critic
Acts 2 begins with the disciples o
Verse 2 recounts the event: “And sud
like the rush of a violent wind, and it f
sitting” (NRSV). This establishes the
origins. Verse three continues: “Divid
among them, and a tongue rested on ea
text the words translated “divided tong

40 Roy J. Valencourt, “Paul’s Perspe
Review 105 (April 1993): 19.
41 Luke Timothy Johnson, “Tongues
ed. David Noel Freedman (New York: Bantam
596.
42 Ibid., 597.
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impacts the Pentecostal doctrine of tong
Ranier: Gardner-Webb
Review,
Volume 4, 2002suggests, then the
“tongues,”
like
Everts
of glossolalia as ecstatic utterances is su
glwvssai" is translated as “languages
phenomenon of glossolalia is unsubstant

43diamerizovmenai is a present, passiv
verb from diamerivzw which means “to be compl
feminine, plural noun from glwvssa, which is refe
witness to.
44 It is important to point out to the rea
Spirit.” (ejplhvsqhsan pavnte" pneuvm

pericope does Luke mention anything about being
45 lalei ' n is a present, active, infini
means, “to speak.” glwvssai- is a nominative
which means, “tongues” or “languages.”
46 Johannes P. Louw and Eugene A. Ni

Lexicon of the New Testament: Based on Semanti

Societies, 1989), 389. See also H. G. Liddell and
Lexicon: With a Revised Supplement, 9th ed. (Oxf
same rendering.
47 Jenny Everts, “Tongues or languages
1994): 72.
48 Jbid.,l\.
49 Turner, 17.
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of the word glwvssai" in verse four
become
another
issue
Gardner-Webb
Review, Vol. 4 [2017],
Art. 1 of exegetical con
possible, though not probable that dia
understood not only as language as suc
language, and hence would have a mea
“accent.”57 Some have suggested that t

50 William J. Samarin, Tongues of Me
Pentecostalism (New York: The Macmillan Com
51 Everts, 71-2.
52 Ibid.
33 Ibid., 79.
54 Louw and Nida, 389.
55 In Greek the phrase eu j labei' "
from eujlabhv" which means “pertaining to
533.
36 The word translated “language” he
dialevktw/ from diavlekto", which is
be translated “dialect” or “language.” Louw and
whether oral or written, as a basic means of com
Joseph Henry Thayer, A Greek-English Lexicon

Brothers, 1889), 139. Thayer defines diavlek
any people.”
57 Ibid., C. S., Louw and Nida, 401 n
than diavlekto".
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were amazed and perplexed, saying to o
Gardner-Webb
Review, Volumeand
4, 2002 said, ‘They are f
ButRanier:
others
sneered
Turner comments that verse 13 indicate
God allowed unbelievers the ability to i
strengthened by the bystanders’ accusat
“new wine.”65 Obviously, the Pentecost
Pentecostals. However, there exists a g
leaves room for a variety of interpretatio

Acts 2:3

For the sake of continuity, let us no
this passage does not deal directly with

58 Amos Young, “Tongues on Fire in t
Pentecostal Theology 12 (April 1998): 44.
59 Horst Balz and Gerhard Schneider, e
Testament, vol. 1 (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerd
60 Everts, 78.

61 In Greek this phrase is: th'/ ijdi
62 Everts, 75.
63 In Greek this word is glwvssai”.
64 Turner, 17.
65 In Greek this word is gleuvkou” f
either new wine or sweet wine.
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is evidenced in the fact that the believer
Vol. 4 [2017], Art.
1 speaking in tongu
and Gardner-Webb
yet noReview,
mention
of
story of Philip proclaiming the gospel to
the crowds openly received the message
and many were baptized. Among them
previously practiced magic. Philip bap
of the Samaritan conversions spread ba
decided to see what was going on. The
Now when the apostles at Je
accepted the word of God, they
went down and prayed for them
Spirit (for as yet the Spirit had n
only been baptized in the name o
John laid their hands on them, a
(NRSV).
This passage of Scripture reveals that th

66 In Greek the phrase “you will recei

th;n dwrea;n tou' aJgivou pneuvm
making. Once again it is imperative to point out
is not used here.
67 William W. and Robert P. Menzies
Pentecostal Experience (Grand Rapids: Zonderv
68 James D. G. Dunn, Baptism in the H
Press, 1970), 9.
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baptized, and after taking some f
Ranier: Gardner-Webb
Review, Volume
Notice
that Saul,
one4, 2002of the heroes of Lu
the Holy Spirit and yet the text records
tongues.

Acts 10:

In this section of Acts, Peter is face
Gospel of Jesus Christ is available to bo
of the pericope of particular importance
through forty-eight. They read:
While Peter was still speaking, t
heard the word. The circumcised
were astounded that the gift of th
even on the Gentiles, for they he
extolling God. Then Peter said, “
baptizing these people who have
have?” So he ordered them to be

69 Yet again the reader should be consc
“baptized by the Holy Spirit” but was “filled with
aJgivou). This is not a mere discussion of seman
discussed later.
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In Acts 19:1-7, Paul has confronted
Review, Vol. 4 [2017], Art. 1
The Gardner-Webb
text reads:
While Apollos was in Corinth,
regions and came to Ephesus, wher
to them, “Did you receive the Holy
They replied, “No, we have not eve
Then he said, “Into what then were
“Into John’s baptism.” Paul said, “J
repentance, telling the people to be
after him, that is, in Jesus.” On hea
name of the Lord Jesus. When Pau
Holy Spirit came upon them, and th
prophesied— altogether there were
It is obvious in this passage that glos
conjunction with the coming of the Holy
example within the Acts account that af

70 In 10:46 the phrase is interpreted as
NRSV, however, the KJV, ASV, and Young’s Li
tongues.” In Greek the phrase is lalouvntwn glw
instrumental, therefore, either translation is possi
71 Macchia, 119.
72 The Greek phrase used is similar to
2:4, 2:11, etc.); e j lavloun te glwvssai".
tongues.”
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also omits the tranlation into English, pr
Ranier: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 4, 2002
KJV
renders the word dialevktw as
Translation translates the word as “diale
word in both 21:40 and 22:2 as “languag
necessary point to bring up in our exege
glossolalia. However, the point is that a
spoken language (i.e. Hebrew or Arama
phenomenon of speaking in tongues. Lo
distinction here. In their lexicon they tr
code, whether oral or written, as a basic
language.’”76 However, they see glw'
actual language that can be understood,
Likewise, Bauer views diavlekto" a
region.78 Whereas he translates glw' ss

73 dialevktw is a locative, femanine, sin
“language” or “speech. ”
74 Aland, 70-1.
75 Ibid.,62-3.
76 Louw and Nida, 389.
77 Ibid.
78 W. Bauer, “Griechisch-deutsches W
Tetaments und der ubrigen urchristlichen Literatu
Testament and Other Early Christian Literature t
W. Gingrich (Chicago: University Press, 1957), 1
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use of glossolalia in the book of Acts. U
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 4 [2017], Art. 1
above,
several important conclusions m
from the text that Luke, in Acts 10:46 a
a connection between the glwvssai o
occurences of glwvssai at Caesarea
wish to make a distinction between glw
the arguments of some scholars that the
interchangably,81 it is clear that Luke is
different meanings.82
Second, tongues are also recorded i
instance does Luke comment that they w
hearers.83 Therefore, the argument that
Pentecost was repeated exactly at Caesa
grounded. There is a connection betwe
the speaking of tongues; however, the s
fact that the Samaritan converts were in
did not speak in tongues is substantial e

79 Ibid., 161.
80 Everts, 73.
81 Ibid., 74.
82 Given the infrequency of the word
especially in Luke, it seems more probable that L
different understandings in his variance in langu
83 Turner, 18.
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do not want you to be uninformed” (NR
Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 4, 2002
theRanier:
outset
of the discussion. In verse tw
you were pagans,85 you were enticed an
speak” (NRSV). In verses three throug
want you to understand that no one spea
‘Let Jesus be cursed!’ and no one can sa
Spirit. Now there are varieties of gifts,
obvious from this section that Paul is m
setting up his argument, which is to be e
to effectively plead his case. He is qual
noting that the work of the Spirit is in c
Christ.86 In other words, the workings o
manifest in keeping with Jesus’ Lordshi
verse four that all Spiritual Gifts are giv
Spirit) and that there are a variety of gif
to a situation in Corinth where the Chris
different spirit gave each gift.87 Such a
with the ancient Greek religious frame o

84 William Barclay, The Letters to the
Press, 1975), 2-3.
85 The word translated pagans is e; qn
which means “nations.” In the plural it can be us
86 See Dunn, Jesus and the Spirit, 263
87 Turner, 27.
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the same Spirit, to another faith by the
healing
byReview,
the
Spirit,
to another the
Gardner-Webb
Vol. 4one
[2017], Art.
1
prophecy, to another the discernment o
tongues, to another the interpretation o
with the issue of glossolalia it is interes
listed last in this series.91 Barrett sugge
not however to establish a rating of hie
all gifts whatsoever important or unimp
the same source.”92 Fee concurs, writin
‘least,’ but because it is the problem. H
after the greater concern for diversity h
evident in his further writings in chapte

88 Louw and Nida, 512.
89G. D. Fee, “Gifts of the Spirit,” Dic
Hawthorne and Ralph P. Martin (Downers Grov
also Johnson, “Tongues, Gift of,” 599.
90 Ibid.
91 C. K. Barrett, A Commentary on th
Harper and Row, Publishers, 1968), 286. Barre
rated them [tongues] much higher.”
92 Ibid.
93 Gordon D. Fee, The First Epistle t
Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1987), 572.
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has suggested that gevnh “implies that
Ranier:
Gardner-Webb Review,
4, 2002
from
uniform,
it Volume
differed
from all recogn
that the use of the phrase gevnh glws
that there are varying uses of tongues.98
of the translation of the word glw' ssa
conclusion; when it is just as possible th
the gift of speaking various languages.99
interpretations, Fee points out, and right
is, in effect, irrelevant.100 The point is th
understood and hence needed interpretat
notes, “Paul’s whole argument is predica
unintelligibility to both speaker and hear

94 S. J. Hafemann, “Corinthians, Letter
Ralph P. Martin, Dictionary of Paul and His Lett
1993), 174.
95 Johnson, “Tongues, Gift of,” 600.
96 International Bible Society, The New
(Grand Rapids: Zondervan Publishing House, 199
97 G. G. Findlay, “St. Paul’s First Epist
Greek Testament, ed. W. Robertson Nicoll, vol. 2
Publishing Company, no date given), 889.
98 Roy J. Valencourt, “Paul’s Perspecti
Review 105 (April 1993), 20.
99 Louw and Nida, 389. See also Lidde
100 Fee, The First Epistle to the Corint
101 Ibid.
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mastered is unfounded based on this pe
In verses
twelve
Gardner-Webb
Review, Vol.
4 [2017], Art. 1 through twenty-six
argument for curbing the Corinthian un
writes:
For just as the body is one and
members of the body, though many
For in the one Spirit we were all ba
Greeks, slaves or free—and we we
Indeed, the body does not consist o
foot would say, "Because I am not
that would not make it any less a p
say, "Because I am not an eye, I do
not make it any less a part of the bo
where would the hearing be? If the
would the sense of smell be? But a
the body, each one of them, as he c
where would the body be? As it is
body. The eye cannot say to the ha
again the head to the feet, "I have n
members of the body that seem to

102 e.g. Van Unnik (found in Hemphil
by Turner, 32. Turner lists Van Unnik as a Pent
should be “practiced zealously.”
103Barrett, Corinthians , 286 and Finl
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does not view tongues as one of the top
Fee;Ranier:
however,
inVolume
stating
that in being lis
Gardner-Webb Review,
4, 2002
notes, “It is not at the bottom of a desce
truly heterogeneous listing of gifts and m
who is worth quoting in full, offers six d
“ranking” of the gifts is inappropriate.
(1) Paul’s own emphasis throug
consistently on the need for div
“greater” than others. (2) This
29-30, which quite disregards a
do with variety. (3) By the sam
least, “apostles” should be the “
this is the one gift that none of t
(4) Although prophecy is used a
intelligibility in chap. 14, its pla
ambiguous—sixth on the first o
lack of concern for ranking is m
five of the nine items from the f
four he does include, the first th

104 See Barclay, 114-5 for a wonderful
105 Several scholars draw this conclusi
Dunn, Jesus and the Spirit, 47-52, and Finlay, 89
106 Fee, The First Epistle to the Corin
107 Ibid., 623.
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the gift of tongues?” Tongues a
provided
they
Gardner-Webb
Review, Vol. 4 [2017],
Art. 1 are interpreted. B
tongues when the church assemb
everyone the same, which is like
The Corinthians were probably adv
tongues, hence the need for Paul’s guid
reason, as Fee suggests, Paul concludes
to continue in Chapter 13 with the qual
gifts—love. He ends this chapter with
chapter thirteen.

108 Ibid. Fee points out that this impe
a “puzzle” for the exegesis of 1 Corinthians 12:31
rhetoric of vv. 29-30. Most have read v. 28 as a
based on a “misunderstanding of Paul’s use of m
for this issue is that the verb “strive” is in fact an
to either 12:4-30 or the preceding listing of gifts.
concluded that with the rhetoric of vv. 29-30” an
next argument, namely 14:1-25 in which he asse
assembly (624-5).
mIbid., 622.
110 See Dunn, The Theology of Paul t
Spirit,” 343.
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the use of glossolalia throughout chapte
Ranier: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 4, 2002
which
is here translated as “tongues,” is
As in all instances this word can be
“languages” in English. However, Paul
glwvssai" in this instance. He uses t
of tongues of men or of angels. This is
plausible that Paul is referring to xenogl
foreign languages, as opposed to the ord

111 Turner, 28.
112 See Barrett, Corinthians, 299-311
113 K. Stendahl, “Glossolalia and the C
His People, ed. J. Jervell and W. Meeks (Oslo: Un
114 Turner, 28.
115 Findlay, 896.
116 This has been argued as foreign lan
inarticulate forms of speech, such as ‘men’ do som
The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 630, views t
contrasted both to foreign languages and ecstatic
1,7 Fee, The First Epistle to the Corint
speaker was communicating in “the dialect(s) of h
118 Paul shifts to the first person singul
Fee, The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 630 not
“disapproval” of him for not being very spiritual (
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child, I reasoned like a child; wh
childish
ways.
For now we see
Gardner-Webb
Review, Vol. 4 [2017],
Art. 1
see face to face. Now I know on
even as I have been fully known
abide, these three; and the great
One area of difficulty for Pentecos
of verses eight through twelve. Here P
will cease”(v.8). He then goes on to ex
then but will become obsolete in the fu
become unnecessary? Some dispensati
canonization of Scripture, such Spiritua
However, Turner argues that such a vie
“is not held in serious New Testament
contrast between the condition of know
type of knowledge that will come to pa
Paul is speaking of the Parousia.123 Tu
eschatological interpretation of verses

119 See C.M. Roebeck Jr, “Tongues,”
Gerald F. Hawthorne and Ralph P. Martin (Dow
1. He gives some background to the charismatic
120 Fee, The First Epistle to the Corin
121 Horton, 214.
122 Turner, 38.
123 Ibid., 39.
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the gift of prophesy for the betterment o
Ranier:
Gardner-Webb Review,
4, 2002 maintaining unit
more
needful
giftVolume
more

124 Ibid., contrast this interpretation wi
Embarrassments of Experience,” 125. He argues
and when he mentions that “they will pass away,”
941 for the same rendering as Johnson.
125 Barrett, Corinthians , 305.
126 Ibid. See also Conn, 62, like most P
exegetically the most feasible. Fee, The First Epis
to face” refers to the eschaton.
127 See Findlay, 900-01, Barrett, Corin
the Corinthians, 645-6.
128 Fee, The First Epistle to the Corinth
129 Ibid., 654, Fee notes that this verse
argumentation. This is necessary to point out to t
between chs. 12-14 in a way which greatly defend
the chiasm as follows:
(12:31) Be zealous for ta; carisma
Yet I point to the superior way
(13) Description/exhortatio
(14:1) Pursue love
Be zealous for ta; pneumatika;

130 Ibid., 653 See also Barrett, Cor
131 Findlay, 902.
132 Barrett, Corinthians ,315.
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gifts because they are not used to build
the Gardner-Webb
inclination
scholars to take
Review, Vol. 4of
[2017],some
Art. 1
notes, “It is not to be thought that spea
the good it does is limited by the failur
understand what is said.”135 However,
conclusion is premature because tongu
and consolation” within the church wh
the assembly.136 However, the former
line with Paul’s actual message in vers
Verses four through eight continue
speak in a tongue build up themselves,
church. Now I would like all of you to
prophesy. One who prophesies is great
unless someone interprets, so that the c

133 This is evidenced by Fee, The Fir
658 where H. W. House argues that some say th
12:28-30 where he argues all will not speak in t
his own that Paul wishes all could experience th
prayer life, 658.
134 See F. W. Horn, “Holy Spirit,” A
Freedman, Ed. (New York: Bantam Doubleday
also Turner, 21.
135 Barrett, Corinthians ,316.
136 James D. G. Dunn, Jesus and the
1975), 229.
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ready for battle? So with yoursel
Ranier: Gardner-Webb
4, 2002
that isReview,
notVolume
intelligible,138
how wil
For you will be speaking into the
different kinds of sounds in the w
(NRSV).
It is evident from these statements that i
tongues within the assembly unless one
compares tongues again to a flute, harp
useful if the individual notes or sounds c
Findlay observes that Paul has assumed
glossolalia while the congregates at Cor
the observers striving to discern him.139
what the Corinthians would think of him
exhibiting his power as a speaker with T
prophetic inspiration or wise teaching to
be appalled at his lack of concern for the
purposes, refuses to “come to them spea

137 Fee, The First Epistle to the Corint
vocative in “brothers and sisters” indicates a turn
classify this as a reiteration of a continuous argum
138 The phrase used to derive this trans
means “a well defined word.”
139 Findlay, 904.
140 Ibid.
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is trying to curb what they were previou
pursue
the Review,
giftVol.of
prophecy,
if they must
Gardner-Webb
4 [2017],
Art. 1
for the betterment of the assembly.
In 1 Corinthians 14:15-17 we read:
What should I do then? I will p
with the mind also; I will sing praise
praise with the mind also. Otherwise
spirit, how can anyone in the positio

141 Fee, The First Epistle to the Corint
more mainline Pentecostal perspective see Bob Ze
14,” Biblical Theology Bulletin 27 (Winter 1997)
142 Johnson, “Tongues, Gift of,” 600.
143 Dunn, The Theology of the Apostle
for “spiritual gifts” and this is a poor rendering of
experiences of inspiration,” especially but not lim
Empowering Presence, 227, for the same renderin
144 Barrett, Corinthians , 319-20. It is
members to edify the assembly over and above th
one’s mind is unproductive because, he argues, th
must be read within the context of all of 1 Cor. 1
26), the love argument (13:1-13) and the instrum
145 Conn, 63.
146 Ibid., 64.
147 “Spirit” here is anartharous, see Fee
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assembly. This is his rebuke on the false
The
verses
reveal
a great deal ab
Ranier:next
Gardner-Webb
Review, Volume
4, 2002
Paul. In verse twenty-one he writes, “In th
strange tongues and by the lips of foreigne
even then they will not listen to me,’ says
verse he uses the phrase e jn e Jterogl
It is evident from Paul’s use of the word “
he wanted to distinguish his usage of tong
Corinthians, he would.154
Paul’s admonition of the Corinthians
concludes with verses twenty-two through
Tongues, then, are a sign not for be
prophecy is not for unbelievers but

148 Barrett, Corinthians ,321 and Findlay
which the congregation offers its assent that what ha
149 Johnson, “Tongues, Gift of,” 600, con
150 See Fee, The First Epistle to the Corin
of,” 600.
151 Stendahl, 122.
152 This passage is taken directly from Isa
153 Fee, The First Epistle to the Corinthia
di; a glw;ssa~ eJtevrai" for Isaiah 28:11,
e Jteroglwvssoi". Either Paul deliberately cha
e Jteroglwvssoi" is his own rendering of the e
154 See Dunn, Jesus and the Spirit, 243.
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tongues and prophecy function as ‘sign
accord
with
effect
Gardner-Webb
Review,the
Vol. 4 [2017],
Art. 1 each will have on
Christian assembly” (italics his).159

Conclu

It is very important for the modem
stated above, that he is a “contextual th
is to misunderstand him. This bearing
conclusions of Paul’s theology of gloss
within its context of conflict.
Turner notes, “Paul is not critical o
himself abundantly and is thankful for
against and heavily criticizes is the dom
uninterrupted tongues.”160 It is obvious
the common good and not for personal
above exegesis suggests that Paul neve
155

Ibid., 230.

156

Ibid.
Ibid., 230-31.
158
Ibid., 231.
159
Fee, The First Epistle to the Cori

157

160

Turner, 20.
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Spirit in his own personal prayer life. A
taken
out
of
context
to support a v
Ranier:Paul
Gardner-Webb
Review,
Volume
4, 2002
contemporary churches, mainline Protes
opposite direction in their rejection of a
must remember that glossolalia is not a
unbelievers. In other words, Paul’s adm
indicate that tongues function as a sign
dominate the assembly.

Other New Testament Texts

In our quest to ascertain the New Te
is imperative that we examine every asp
understanding. In the following texts th
discuss the topic of speaking in tongues
issues that have a role to play in a corre
Contained within the “longer ending
of Jesus which states that believers will

Ibid.
162 Stendahl, 123.
163 Johnson, “Tongues, Gift of,” 597.
164 I am fully aware that the majority o
Mark 16:9-20 to the original text. However, in m
included in the text and therefore will be consider
perspective on glossolalia.
161
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exclusively with demonic or unclean sp
Gardner-Webb
4 [2017], Art. 1a lot of emphasis o
Mark
doesReview,
notVol. place
likely this is a result of Mark’s Judaistic
less concerned with the pnenma than hi
The longer ending of Mark (chapter
twenty), presents a problem for acquirin
understanding of the Holy Spirit. The N
note that “the earliest manuscripts and s
have Mark 16:9-20.”167 This presents a
Testament scholars. How much reliabi
pericope? Some scholars note that “it i
the middle of the 2nd century.”168 Furth
attributed to the sayings of Jesus. Wha
issue at hand? In addition, since it is b
used portions of Mark’s Gospel in the f
165 Aland, 224-5.

166 See Everett Ferguson, Background
Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company
of “Spirit” between the Greek and Jewish culture
167 International Bible Society, NIV (G
1984), 934.
168 Johnson, “Tongues, Gift of,” 597.
169 In Greek the phrase “they will spe
lalhvsousin kainai' " . Johnson in“Ton
evidence of the adjective ‘new’” is very weak.
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experiences mentioned as well. Therefor
pericope
as a proof
text
Ranier: Gardner-Webb
Review, Volume
4, 2002 for legitimizing
must also handle snakes and drink poison
reveals that this was a later addition to th
stated by Jesus.170 Dunn argues that the l
produced by the Lukan community in an
was “a typical sign of the gospel’s expan
also in the second.”171

The Gospel

John’s understanding of the Holy Spi
execeedingly more abundant than that of
given the fact that John’s thought is deep
makes reference to the pnenmci far more
shares with Mark the fact that neither use
their accounts.173 It is clear that John has

170 Bruce M. Metzger, A Textual Comm
(London: United Bible Societies, 1975), 122-8.
171 Dunn, Jesus and the Spirit, 246.
172 See F. W. Horn, 261-2 for a better un
pneuma.

173 Aland, 62-3.
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on my behalf’ (NRSV). Here we see
Gardner-Webb
Review, Vol. 4on
[2017], behalf
Art. 1
who
testifies
of Christ in
continuation of the attributes of th
contradiction of his previous statemen
In John 16:5-16 we read John’s fu
purpose of the Holy Spirit. In verse e
world of guilt in regard to sin and righ
Therefore, John views the role of the
conviction of sin as well as the attribu
concludes his promises concerning th
When the Spirit of truth comes
for he will not speak on his ow
and he will declare to you the
me, because he will take what
the Father has is mine. For this
mine and declare it to you (NR
John reiterates here that the Spirit is o
John depicts the Holy Spirit as one wh
believers.
Throughout the entire Gospel Joh
Moreover, he does not even hint that
Spirit baptism. What we do find in Jo

174 In Greek the word for “Advocate
singular accusative, noun which literally mean
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Paul concurs with John in noting in Rom
Ranier: Gardner-Webb
Review, Volume
4, 2002that we are God’s
testifies
with our
spirit
similar use by both Paul and John of the
very significant in our formulation of the
glossolalia, which is, in essence, a New
function of the Holy Spirit within believ
Chapter eight presents an entirely ne
in verse twenty-two through twenty-seve
We know that the whole crea
pains until now;177 and not only th
have the first fruits of the Spirit, g
adoption, the redemption of our b
Now hope that is seen is not hope
But if we hope for what we do no
Likewise the Spirit helps us i
how to pray as we ought, but that
too deep for words. And God, wh
the mind of the Spirit, because th

175 See Romans 8:9, 11, and 14.
176 In Greek the phrase used to describe
pneu'ma.

177 See James D. G. Dunn, “Romans 1David A Hubbard and Glenn W. Barker, vol. 38a
Dunn comments that “groanings,” sustenavzw
pains” and that this verb falls within an eschatolog
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context justify an entire doctrine of pra
ask,Gardner-Webb
if thisReview,
was
indeed
that significant o
Vol. 4 [2017],
Art. 1
incorporated into Christian praxis, why
entire New Testament? The questions
substantiation of glossolalia via a praye
Testament.

178 Stendahl, 123. See also Brumback
the distinction between the Pentecostal understa
“congregational tongues.” See also J. Ramsey M
McGee, Initial Evidence, 211.
179 In Greek this phrase is to; pneu
stenagmoi' " ajlalhvtoi", literally tran
with inexpressible groanings.”
180 C. K. Barrett, A Commentary on t
and Brothers, Publishers, 1957), 168.
181 Dunn, The Theology of Paul the A
rendering of Paul’s theology that in Romans 8:2
of the body,” not some mysterious prayer langua
Dictionary of Paul and His Letters, eds. Gerald
Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 1993), 912 for the
182 W. B. Hunter, “Prayer,” Dictiona
Hawthorne and Ralph P. Martin (Downers Grov

deems it best to speak of stenagmoi ' " (wit
activity of the Spirit. ” See also B. Kaseman, C
B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1980), 239183 Dunn, Word, 477.
184 Ibid.
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tongues. These texts are quite illuminat
Ranier: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 4, 2002
Testament
perspective on glossolalia.

Conclu

Through this study we have examine
to the issue of glossolalia. The Penteco
evidence of Spirit baptism has been pres
representative of that perspective. Like
doctrine has been presented by way of i
who disagree with the perspective. Mor
compromise has been presented. Althou
polarized, several significant scholars h
ground on the issue of glossolalia.
Furthermore, through this study we h
Testament texts that pertain to tongues s
book of Acts is the primary text used to
tongues as initial evidence of Spirit bapt
careful exegesis of the key passages in A
tongues as initial evidence cannot be su
perspective. One can see from the abov
that because of the language used, the m
hearing and not speech. Moreover, due
of interpretation is feasible. The above e
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the disorder produced by uninterpreted
words,
Paul’s
defmition
of tongues is n
Gardner-Webb
Review, Vol.
4 [2017], Art. 1
tongues at Corinth were not understand
observers and needed regulation. It has
reform the Corinthian understanding of
central motive and resuming order with
has been noted above that Paul did not
held in their proper perspective. That p
private life of the individual with God.
Pentecostals receive much of the blame
Corinthians in their favor, non-Pentecos
opposite in favor of their preconceived
balanced perspective which accounts fo
writing, the nature of his argument, and
In the above study other New Testa
understanding of glossolalia, have been
results. First, based on these passages f
is clear that there is no legitimate basis
of glossolalia as initial evidence. Secon
Mark 16:9-20, its reliability in the form
understanding of glossolalia is dismissa
says that tongues are in any way connec
further discredits the Pentecostal argum
that Paul is describing a phenomenon th
Romans 8 neither supports nor discredi
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or heavenly languages. Paul places his e
Ranier: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 4, 2002
uninterpreted
tongues, and whatever the
etc.) is not crucial. He does not view the
babbling, but as a spiritual gift which, w
church. Most modem Pentecostals who
the chaotic babbling found in their Pente
look to 1 Corinthians for support.185 Like
opposed to the phenomenon, look to 1 C
in other actual languages.186 However, i
spoken then it is no longer foreign to the
Yet, by the same token, if foreign langua
understand them, they are still subject to
The second question posed at the ou
tongues are good or bad? It seems clear
perspective there is nothing inherently w
Testament passages in question do, how
Tongues are bad if they are practiced in
assembly. Furthermore, they are bad if t
whether an interpreter is present. Lastly
tongues are bad if they are used to edify
word of prophecy to the assembly at larg
function within the building up of the bo

185 See Conn, 23, Everts, 71, and Turne
186 Johnson, “Tongues, Gift of,” 600.
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The answer to this question is “yes.” T
when
usedReview,
correctly,
Gardner-Webb
Vol. 4 [2017], Art. 1 can greatly enrich
However, the New Testament texts do r
usage should be stridently enforced in o
church.

A Critique of Pentecostalism

Now that we have arrived at a prope
as evidenced in the New Testament, it i
Pentecostalism be offered. As is the ca
doctrines loosely supported become mu
eventually become a defmitive tradema
Pentecostalism their understanding of g
over the years.188 Unfortunately, this d
intertwined with Pentecostal theology t
properly via the Bible but by history. T
Testament perspective of glossolalia a
order.
The first critique is in the area of se

187 Dunn, Baptism in the Holy Spirit,
,88 Ibid.
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Testament exegesis then they must anal
Gardner-Webb Review, Volume
4, 2002
notRanier:
misconstrue
phrases
to deduce what
can only legitimately begin to argue tha
being filled with the Holy Spirit; howev
this is exegetically indefensible.
One final critique is in order. Based
it is imperative that if Pentecostals wish
they must foster a proper perspective on
it abundantly clear that tongues should
fashion within the assembly, with an int
New Testament offers no explicit basis
special prayer language. Even though t

189 See McGee, Initial Evidence, 119evidence within Pentecostalism in which the abo
190 The two occurrences are found onl
translation of Acts 1:5 and 11:16.
191 In the NIV the phrase is found in L
and 13:9.
192 McGee, Initial Evidence, 120. See
(New York: Fleming H. Revell Company, 1933),
“Glossolalia and the Scriptures,” The Glossolalia
(Cleveland, TN: Pathway Press, 1966), 33-34. T
power.”
193 See McGee, Initial Evidence, 202Scrisolalia Phenomenon, ed. Wade H. Horton (C
194 Dunn, Baptism in the Holy Spirit,
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perspective given the New Testament e
Gardner-Webb
Vol. 4 [2017], Art.
1
cannot
be Review,
deduced
from
the pertinent N
One final critique is in order. This
offered to those opposed to the Penteco
that tongues are no longer viable for the
tongues ended either with the Apostolic
Scripture.196 However, exegetically the
simply has to infer far too much in orde
Moreover, those who conclude in such
which suggest that Paul is referring to t
The above resolution by some mainline
them of erring in the opposite direction
Scripture. Such a maneuvering of the N
unacceptable.

195 See for instance, Turner, 20, Valen
597 not to mention a plethora of more fundamen
study.
196 Johnson, “Glossolalia and the Emb
214. See also Turner’s list, 39.
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paid to his own motives. These motives
Ranier: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 4, 2002
comprehend Jesus’ understanding of his
are raised concerning the motives of Jes
narratives in the Gospels. The Gospels
was one of repentance, to which Jesus s
Jesus submit to a baptism of repentance
the greater one, submitting to the baptis
ever a disciple of John? Did Jesus ever
competition with that of John’s? Despi
John ever fully comprehend the nature o
mission? Did Jesus? While modem res
these, a cogent hypothesis is lacking: ho
baptism and what are the implications o
comprehending the act of baptism?
This paper presumes a Jesus with fu
this humanity results in a different portr
not omniscient or omnipotent, but rathe
limitations of humanity. As a result, Jes
throughout his ministry and seemed to a

197 Mt. 9:4, 12:25; Lk. 6:8, 9:47, 11:1
“knowing” by Jesus. While not exhaustive, these
which suggests that Jesus did in fact use the pow
The opinion of this writer is that such powers are
Jesus or the result of Jesus’ rather unique relation
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John’s baptismal roots essential. An in
precursors
will
including Leviti
Gardner-Webb Review,
Vol. 4follow,
[2017], Art. 1
and Jewish proselyte baptism. Exegesis
and an exegesis of the relevant Old Tes
Near Eastern texts that are echoed in Jo
attempted. Such analysis will result in
understanding of his baptism, to which
I will then focus upon the baptismal
specifically. Exegesis will emphasize t
gospels of Jesus’ baptism, but also will
Jesus to baptism made throughout the g
most ancient Greek manuscripts in orde
of the gospels’ imagery will be included
disciple of John will be conducted, as w
conducting a ministry contemporary, an
own. The paper will explore the baptis
and opening of heaven, based upon Old
and Ancient Near Eastern Texts, such a
Talmud, and the Targumim. Such anal
Jesus’ own understanding of John’s mi
sought to continue and refine it.

198 Passages such as Phil. 2 and Heb.
of Jesus’ temptation, found in Mk. 1:12-14 and
submission to human limits and emotions, despi
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was failing in purity and obedience to th
Ranier: Gardner-Webb
Volume 4, 2002
community
ofReview,
radical
obedience in prepa
kingdom.199 Indeed, the Essenes were m
sects that emerged from the Hassidic mo
eschatological hope for inner and outer p
purification and covenant as intimately r
of the Hebrew Bible: it was in the desert
and formed the initial covenant. John’s
movement for purity and the desire to es
covenant in the trans-Jordan desert. Yet
between John and the Essenes. Nor can
importance of lustrations. During the Se
baths for removing ritual impurity were
sects included the Pharisees, especially i
radical charismatics such as Bannus, the
Several other strong links seem to e
John’s message was of a similar eschatol
the Essenes. Both asserted that the end w

190 G. R. Beasley-Murray, Baptism in th
Eerdmans, 1986) 13.
200 Beasley-Murray, Baptism. 11-12.
201 Joan E. Taylor, “John the Baptist an
47 (Autumn 1996) 260.
202 Adela Yarbro Collins, “The Origin o
(1989) 1:28.36.
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immersions, though such would have be
Judaism
and
requirements
of the To
Gardner-Webb
Review,the
Vol. 4 [2017],
Art. 1
represented something unique, both in r
to mainstream Judaism. Though John’s
a physical community, the lustration of
person as a member of the community:
initiatory aspect.210 John’s baptism was
mainline Judaism and Essenic practices
particular sins.211 John is also distanced
asceticism, evidenced by his diet and dr
itinerancy of his ministry.212 Paul Holle
itinerant, at least at the beginning of his
and calling them to be baptized.213 Furt
Essenes were conducted by priests, albe
203
201
205
206
207

Beaslev-Murrav. Baptism, 18.
Beasley-Murray, Baptism, 17.
Taylor, JJS, 277-279.
Taylor, JJS, 280.
Collins, SL, 28.

208 Beaslev-Murrav. Baptism, 15.
209 Taylor, JJS, 263.
210 Beasley-Murray, Baptism. 15-17.
211 Taylor, JJS, 282."
212 Taylor, JJS, 282.
213 Paul W. Hollenbach, “John the Ba
(New York: Doubleday, 1992) 894.
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Clear references to the practice of Je
Ranier: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 4, 2002
until
the second half of the first century,
C.E.215 Widespread controversy exists a
even period in which Jewish proselyte b
Hebrew word can describe either an init
the emergence of the former is uncertain
Scholars have observed the influenc
John’s ministry. Alon suggested that pr
the Second Temple Period to remove th
idols, though Collins demonstrated that
and not necessarily initiatory.217 Jeremi
extrapolated from Judith 14:10. Noneth
presence of proselyte baptism in the ear
purifying Gentile men and women from
Jeremias supported his argument by the
“purify the Gentile’s wife.” Yet Collins
by noting the uncertain date and origin o
emphasis upon only circumcision for co
the lack of treatment received by prosely
Josephus, and the lack of clarity in rabb
2,4
215
216
217
218

Collins, SL, 32.
Beasley-Murray, Baptism, 20-22.
Collins, SL, 32.
Collins, SL, 33-34.
Collins, SL, 33-34.
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of the first century C.E. Buchler also ar
essential
but only
Gardner-Webbfor
Review,female
Vol. 4 [2017], Art.converts,
1
70 C.E.223 The Tanak itself is without r
only certain references to proselyte bap
though this text only asserts that it had
was widespread in practice. Since this
century or early second century C.E., a
supported.224 The other certain referen
for initiatory baptism, though this was
The bulk of scholarship, therefore,
thirty years before Jewish proselyte bap
practice.226 Even if proselyte baptism p
clearly reinterpreted the act, calling Isr

219 Collins, SL, 33.
220 Arland J. Hultgren, “Baptism in th
Metaphors.” Word and World, 14 (Winter 1994
23 Richard T. France, Jesus of Nazare
1994)99.
222 Beasley-Murray, Baptism, 22-31.
223 Collins, SL, 33.
224 Collins, SL, 34.
225 Collins, SL, 35.
226 Alan R. Culpepper, “The Gospel o
Nashville: Abingdon, 1995) 9: 81.
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The prophetic tradition is also conc
Ranier: Gardner-Webb
Review, Volume
4, 2002
1:16-17
and Ezek.
36:25-28
discuss a w
eschatological. In expectation of judgm
new center of the will. This is the essen
necessary repentance.234 Texts such as P
13:1 also appear to be sources of John’s
understandings for his baptism.235 The e
was that a fountain would be opened to
of Israel. John would have shared this h
well by censuring the Pharisees for their
cleansing.236

227 Collins, SL, 32.
228 Stephen J. Pfann, The Provo Interna
Technological Innovations, New Texts, and Refor
229 Collins, SL, 35.
230 Stephen Ricks, “Miqvaot: Ritual Im
(Intertestamental) Jewish History.” BYU Studies.
Lev. 12:2, 15:9, 15:16-18; Num. 5:2-3.
231 Culpepper, NIBGL. 81.
232 Hollenbach. ABD, 887.
233 Beasley-Murray, BNT, 6.
234 Collins, SL, 35.
235 John E. Phelan, Jr., “Baptism in the
(November 1995- February 1996), 19.
236 Beasley-Murray, BNT, 7.
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with the blood of the deity in question:
Gardner-Webb
Vol. 4 [2017], Art.
1
forces
for Review,
healing.
Danger
also existed
overwhelmed by the deity, of receiving
therefore, grave ceremonies, widely rev
powers.239 Those who dared to be imm
find a rebirth, a possible restoration of
forms.240 Despite chaotic connotations,
especially in the arid environment of Pa
assumed and hoped that the messiah wo
would flow from the Temple as consist
awe, therefore, characterized the comm
Near East of washings, by a presumptio

237 Hultgren, WW, 7.
238 Such an understanding also lies be
view of baptism: the waters convey the very pres
Son, the Beloved: Sermon on the Baptism of Jes
Ephrem would also echo such an understanding
glory in the baptismal waters to restore Adam. L
Jordan,” Theological Studies, (June 1995) 56: 2
239 Beasley-Murray, BNT, 2-6
240 Maura Campbell, “Symbol and Re
Baptism,” Dialogue and Alliance, 4 (Spring 199
241 Campbell, DA, 53.
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symbolical importance of the desert for
Ranier: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 4, 2002
predicts
the salvation of Israel in relation
Mt. 3:3, refers once again to the salvatio
This verse had already been understood
the Essenes had already gone “into the w
text, but the lives and ministries of Davi
the idea that salvation comes from the w
identify John as “more than a prophet,”
popular expectation and the witness atte
Indeed, John would be the turning point
would be the fmal and greatest prophet.
a vacillating reed, as firm; in contrast to
charismatic prophet; and as the final and
Jesus affirmed John as God’s agent by s
action also shows that Jesus affirmed an
There is, after Mk. 11:30 and parallels, n

242 Paul J. Sanky, “Promise and Fulfilm
Journal for the Study of the New Testament. 58 (J
243 Eugene M. Boring, “The Gospel of
(Nashville: Abingdon, 1995) 8: 156.
244 Phema Perkins, “The Gospel of Ma
(Abingdon: Nashville, 1995) 8: 530.
245 Lk. 1:17, 76,3:4
246 Mt. 13:7-11.
247 Collins, SL, 36.
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understanding is also consistent with Jo
the Gardner-Webb
prophetic
texts
from
which this dec
Review, Vol.
4 [2017], Art.
1
Ezek. 36: 25-27, 37:11-14. Campbell a
as being ushered in through unparallele
natural disaster through which God wo
John baptized in expectation of what G
John definitely thought that his ministry
though John more likely calculated, in
the coming of the messiah, of an interm
Both Mai. 3:1 and Is. 40:3 are inconsis
disastrous coming of God on the day o
messiah.255 The Essenes also expected
and forecast a cleansing more complete

218 Gordon W. Cathrop, “The Origins
Proposal,” Worship. 48 (November 1994), 50
2<9 Phelan. CO. 20. Mk. 1:8.
250 Sankv. JSNT. 11.
251 Boring, NIBGM, 158.
252 R. Alastair Campbell, “Jesus and
1996) 194.
253 Campbell, TO, 199.
58 Cathrop, W, 514
235 Collins, SL, 30.
256 France, JNLC. 102. This point of
Essenes serves to increase the distance between
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such a reference fails to correspond to th
Review,to
Volume
may Ranier:
be Gardner-Webb
referring
an4, 2002
unknown eschatol
Robinson proposed that Jesus represente
have been unthinkable to John, who und
prepared the way, as the charismatic pro
messiah.259 Seventh, “the Prophet,” refe
remake the miracles of the Exodus and, u
effect a political and physical salvation f
therefore best understood as a messianic
Himself or another apocalyptic figure. T
power, reproducing miracles, purifying h
an independent nation once again.
Mt. 3:7-10 and parallels record the g
Sadducees at the Jordan to interrogate Jo
of the two groups represents total opposi
be characteristic throughout the ministry
Pharisees’ claim to Abrahamic descent w
asserts that the righteous will be judged b
ancestors. This reply evidences the relia

257 Campbell, TB, 200.
258 David A. Hubbard, Mark 1-8:26 , vo
(Dallas: Word, 1989), 22-23.
259 G. R. Beasley-Murray, John, vol. 36
Word, 1999), 24.
200 Beasley-Murray, WBCJ, 24.
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These fragments, which further sever J
would
be Review,
echoed
inArt.the
ministry of Jesu
Gardner-Webb
Vol. 4 [2017],
1
demonstrated in a later section.
The Gospel of John offers a perspe
In John’s Gospel, the Baptist’s identity
interpretation of Jesus present in the Sy
denies being Elijah. Rather, as consist
Malachi, John saw himself as a voice o
a miracle worker, but as the deliverer o
though the dress of the Baptist initially
Baptist’s dress more appropriately sug
of a nomad, as Elijah did not wear a ha
Gospel also has the Baptist testifying t
261 Boring. NIBGM, 157.
262 John Nolland, Luke 1-9:20 , vol.

Word, 1989), 155.
263 Culpepper, NIBGL, 82. Found in
15, 18,2:2, and Is. 2:11-22, 13:9.
264 Nolland. WBCL. 149. Is. 6:13, 1
utilize such imagery.
265 Culpepper, NIBGL, 85.
266 Hollenbach, ABD, 897
267 Gail R. 0”Day, The New Interpre
Abingdon, 1995) 9: 528.
268 Hubbard. Mark 1-8:26, 21.
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complaint of the Baptist’s disciples in th
this Ranier:
tradition
to be
historical
due to the a
Gardner-Webb Review,
Volume
4, 2002
potentially contained for the early churc
been no plausible reason for the author o
was likely a strong tradition.275 Probably
order to distinguish his ministry from Jo
own baptismal ministry or slowed it dow
not initiatory, John’s baptism certainly s
both his ministry and eschatology. The
conducted by Jesus.277 Links between th
scholars to theorize that Jesus was, at on
There is a strong link between the p
Both began with a call for repentance in

269 Jn. 1:15-17.
270 Luke J. Chance Bradley, The Merce
Mercer, 1995) 1040. The Passover Lamb was a c
Nonetheless, such employment here seems incons
Gospels.
271 O’Day, NIBGJ, 518.
272 Bealsey-Murray, WBCJ, 24.
273 Jn. 3:22, 26, 4:1-3 indicate that Jesu
274 Martinus C. De Boer, “Jesus the Ba
Journal of Biblical Literature, 107 (March 1998),
275 Collins, SL, 36.
276 Beasley- Murray, BNT. 69.
277 Beasley-Murray. BNT, 72.
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himself.286
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The Great Commission suggests tha
according to the Commission, to contin
have, however, suggested that the Com
is the result of later Christian editing fo
contained in Matthew. Second, it likely
baptism. Third, it bears the Trinitarian
portrays an attitude to Gentiles that is i
early church. Yet all four of these poin
first, both the longer conclusion of Mar
commissions, using the language of Joh
The second objection is based upon Eu
assumed the unedited Gospel of Matthe

278 This began for John in Mt. 3:2 and
279 The following parallelisms are qui
and then proceeds to give the location of Jesus’
12:34, 23:33; 3:8 in 7:16-20, 12:33; 3:9 in 8:11280 France, JNLC. 96-97.
281 Cf. Mt. 11:1-15, 27-33, 21:28-32.
282 Mt. 9:11-13.
283 Mt. 11:16-19.
284 Mt. 14:12
285 Jn. 10:40-42.
286 France, JNLC. 97.
287 France. JNLC. 109.
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subordinate to John. A relationship of d
this.292
Such Review,
a relationship
would also e
Ranier: Gardner-Webb
Volume 4, 2002
followers at the success of Jesus’ own b
disciple, he would have been considered
assert that “I must decrease and he must
that he had been in a superior and perha
relationship between John and Jesus wo
similarities between them in the Gospels
familiarity in teaching and preaching.293
concerning Jesus would also be explaine
spawn controversy regarding who was s
reconciliation of Jn. 4:1-3 with Mk. 1:14
John, would have either halted, moved,
avoid strong rivalry with John’s disciple
rabbi and mentor, Jesus would begin his

288 Beasly-Murray, BNT, 78-85.
289 William B. Badke, “Was Jesus a D
62 (July 1990), 199-200.
290 Badke, EQ, 199-200.
291 Jn. 3:26. Badke, EQ, 202.
292 Johan Strijdom, “A Historical Jesus
Possession Experience: A Response to Stephen D
John,” Hervorende Teologiese Studies. 54 (Septem
293 Badke, EQ, 203.
294 0”Day, NIBGJ, 529.
295 Perkins, NIBGM, 531.
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foreshadow the death of Jesus in Mark.
thought
ofReview,
Jesus
as Art.
the
Gardner-Webb
Vol. 4 [2017],
1 Baptist himself.3
therefore, unsubstantiated, considering t
of Jesus to John. Luke hinders the disci
baptism after John’s imprisonment. Joh
scene, but is not mentioned in connectio
the testimony of the other three Gospels
heeded: John baptized Jesus. This pote
also remedied under the consideration t
of Jesus anyway, emphasizing the physi
prayer instead.301
The above objections fail to weake
asserting that Jesus was the understudy
lacking explicit support in any biblical m
consideration. The opinion of this write
a disciple of John, a role that would giv
John, and the substance of his preaching
modify in respect to his own self-unders
296 O’Day, NIBGJ, 560.
297 Hollenbach, ABD, 890.
298 Badke, EQ, 202-204.
299 Perkins, NIBGM 536.
300 Mk. 8: 28.
301 Culpepper, NIBGL, 90.
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ablutions he performed, therefore, was t
been
familiar
with
as4, 2002
a member of a prie
Ranier:
Gardner-Webb Review,
Volume
himself. Levitical understanding was cle
upon prophetic eschatology. Though the
that this action be conducted forcefully
portray John as reinterpreting his own s
John did not expect a suffering servant a
warrior to cleanse Israel and free her fro
John’s baptism, therefore, was prim
consecration for those who would be the
awesome action of God in the world thr
emphasis upon social justice, to be prac
coming of the messianic figure, represen

302 Collins, SL, 37.
303 Plummer, ICCGSL, 202.
304 Mawhinnev. WTJ. 158.
305 Found in n Kgs. 6:17, Is. 29:18, 35
14:13,21, 18:35.
306 Found in Is. 35:6 and fulfilled in Lk
307 Found in II Kgs. 5:1-14 and fulfille
308 Found in Is. 29:18,42:18,35:5 and
309 Found in I Kgs. 17:17-24, Is. 26:14
3,0 Found in Is. 4:18,6:20, 14:13,21,
characteristic of Jesus’ preaching and ministry in
3.1 Beasley-Murray, NIBGL, 161.
3.2 Guelich, WBCGM, 301.
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Jesus from that of John.
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Baptism o

Greek Baptism

Several different Greek words are us
contained in the Gospels, each worthy o
PaTra^co, the Greek verbs, imply total i
viTiico, which imply complete and partia
has the connotation of dipping, as in the
means causing to perish, as in drowning
flooded, of being soaked and covered by
describe Namaans’ dipping in the Jorda
with Paul’s baptismal interpretation in R
the secular.317 In the Septuagint, it is the
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Symptom

Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD)
Disorder (ADHD) are two behavioral d
adults, but more often they are diagnose
causes people to have great difficulty st
minutes. Children with ADHD often ac
and lash out with hostility when frustrat
are unable to sit still, plan ahead, finish
going on around them (Neuwirth 1). In
ADHD seem to be fine; so it may appea
their behaviors. However, Neuwirth (1
true. For children with ADHD, these d
with others and disrupt their lives, cons
their self-esteem (Neuwirth 1). Gender
suggested. According to Brush (117), t
dreamy type who seems content to stare
boy is the mad little dervish who seems
breakfast” (Brush 117). Many children
conjunction with attention deficit, whic
grouped together (Zimmerman 1). The
class and are unable to control themselv
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May blurt out ina
May run into the
Hard to wait for t
May grab toys fro

Preval

Overall, huge numbers of people a
have indicated, according to Barkley’s
that “between 2 and 9.5 percent of all s
ADHD” (2). Furthermore, Neuwirth, c
least one child in every classroom in th
disorder” (1).
ADHD affects as many as 2 millio
percent of all children (Neuwirth 1). H
in the United States. Researchers have
culture they have studied (Barkley 2).
childhood ends. Barkley’s study showe
children he evaluated in the 1970’s still
and “many of those who no longer fit th
still having significant adjustment prob
social settings” (2). One problem that e
sufferers are still being treated for the d
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Easily Distracted - Attention Easily Diverted
Ranier: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 4, 2002

Difficulty Completing Tasks
Shifts from One Task to Another
Difficulty Sustaining Attention - Can’t Focus
Doesn’t Appear to Listen to Others
Constantly Loses Possessions
Forgets Easily - Can’t Remember “To Do’s”
Trouble Keeping Track of Events — Sequence
Adapted from DSM-IV criteria

As one can see from the above char
process for those with ADHD can be di
ADHD is individualized depending upo
standards or levels of “normal” which a
rely upon their own judgement to diagn
(Zimmerman 3).
Additionally, diagnosis and treatme
various medical specialties. The follow
special booklet about ADHD describes
eligible to diagnose and treat the disord
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which causes them to over-diagnose the
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 4 [2017], Art. 1
Statement
also said, “there is often poo
diagnosticians and those who implemen
follow-up may be fragmented and inad
break between the medical world and t
over-diagnosis according to the Consen
according to the NIH, the medical worl
input than the teacher’s input (10). In
consider an important piece of the puzz
performance of the child in the school
can lead to over-diagnosis as well as m
who need to be diagnosed the most.
In order to ameliorate some of the
(NIH Consensus Statement, 1998; Neu
a multi-disciplinary approach to diagno
Consensus Statement:
School-based clinics with a te
teachers, school psychologists
may be a means to remove the
assessment and treatment. Ide
adequate time for consultation
able to make an appropriate a
should also be able to refer to
when deemed necessary. (12)
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reading, working math problem
Behavior
free play or w
Ranier: Gardner-Webb
Review, Volumeduring
4, 2002
given less importance in the ev
children with ADHD are able
well. (10)
Next, the specialist will piece toget
profile of the child’s behavior. After re
ADHD, the specialist will identify whet
impulsivity, and inattention are long-las
ADHD (Neuwirth 10).
According to Neuwirth, adults who
for the most part, are asked to describe
cases, the specialist will ask parents to d
child (Neuwirth 10). Roommates or spo
the current behaviors of the adult (Neuw
process is much like that of the child dia
is placed upon the patient’s perspective

Outline of Characte

I.

The Diagnostic and Statistical
Edition (DSM-IV) lists the fol
ADHD (also qtd. in Hardman,
Either 1 or 2:
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impulsivity have persisted
is maladaptive and inconsis
Hyperactivity
a.
Often fidgets with hands o
b.
Often leaves seat in classr
remaining seated is expec
c.
Often runs about or climb
is inappropriate.
d.
Often has difficulty playin
quietly.
e.
Is often “on the go” or oft
f.
Often talks excessively.
Impulsivity
a.
Often blurts out answers b
b.
Often has difficulty waitin
c.
Often interrupts or intrude
A.
Some hyperactive-impulsive or
impairment were presented bef
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 4 [2017], Art. 1

Some impairment from the symptoms
(school or work and home).
B.
There must be clear evidence o
social, academic, or occupation
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very effective treatments available to h
with
control
the4, 2002
disability (Barkley
Ranier:and
Gardner-Webb
Review, Volume
with problems and controversy.
Neuwirth lists three kinds of stimu
treating both adults and children with A
methylphenidate (Ritalin), dextroamphe
and pemoline (Cylert). As stated, “Cyl
while Ritalin and Dexedrine come in sh
as well as long-term preparations that l
(Neuwirth 13).
One problem with the use of drugs
drugs to treat ADHD sometimes works
Eldridge, who has written about his ow
to have ADHD in grade school and too
much for him because he was not the hy
disorder. Therefore, he had to learn to
Eldridge said, “to do well takes the des
puzzle must come from within” (8).
There is much controversy over the
ADHD. Many articles (Smith; Adesma
concerning the effects of stimulants and
needs the drug. Such controversy helps
negative effects of these drugs on the y
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stimulants (84).
Research
Barkley; &
Gardner-Webb
Review, Vol. 4(Zimmerman;
[2017], Art. 1
therapy, but other programs such as nu
encouraging children with this disorde
self-esteem problems later (Zimmerma
Scientific American by Russell Barkle
include training parents and teachers in
for managing the behavioral problems
Neuwirth lists several options ava
that in order to choose the best therapi
know some basic facts about the variou
following table constructed by the pres
types of interventions as they were pre
Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) pub
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3.

SUPPORT GROUPS

1.
2.
3.

4.

PARENTING SKILLS
TRAINING

1.
2.
3.
4.
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The following table constructed b
possible
things
that
Gardner-Webb Review,
Vol. 4 [2017],
Art. 1can both cause and

CAN CAUSE ADHD
Premature birth
Mother’s use of cigarettes, alcohol, and
other drugs during pregnancy
Toxins in the environment

Genetics

Brain Development both during and after
pregnancy

Outline of Variou

I.

Brain Activity:
A.
“Researchers have fo
capable of preparing
events and are insens
those responses” (Ba
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B.

Drugs, like cocaine, “se
of brain
receptors,” wh
Ranier: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume
4, 2002
from the skin, eyes, and
responses to the enviro
C.
Some scientists and res
may lead to or cause A
V.
Toxins in the environment
A. Lead: It is found in du
paint in areas where lea
used. Although only a
studies have shown tha
developed symptoms a
This exposure must occ
to research done by Be
V.
Genetics
A.
A 1995 study by Edwin
University of Chicago
were “more likely than
the dopamine transport
B.
Another study done by
of California at Irvine i
dopamine receptor gen
with ADHD” (qtd. in B
C.
Children with ADHD t
member who has ADH
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Research continues to
Deficit/Hyperactivity
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 4 [2017],
Art. 1
“Although no immedi
understanding of ADH
More new information
ADHD is progressive
of a variety of researc
Barkley suggests that
testing for ADHD ma
specialized medicatio
specific genetic defici
(7). With such a posi
disorder, the effective
fact be just around the
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language. The earliest defmite root is fo
Ranier: Gardner-Webb
Review,This
Volume 4, 2002
means
tongue.
word later develop
tongues or languages. In the modem Fr
and the plural form became les langues.
language just as in the Latin. The plura
final major step in the evolution of this
French during and immediately followin
During and after this period the French
means in to the English language.
In 1066 William, duke of Normand
of England, at the battle of Hastings, an
throne of England. After this, William b
with Norman nobles, and Anglo-Saxon
result of this Norman French and later A
Anglo-Saxon as the language of the edu
During this period there were effec
England; French, the language of the no
Church; and Early Middle English, the
the first hundred or so years after the No
remained distinct, however, eventually
final result is what is now called Modem
Modem English contains many wo
English: heaven (heofiinum in Old Engl
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first two letters are based on various pr
sound
does
not
occur
Gardner-Webb
Review,
Vol. 4 [2017],
Art. 1 in French. (Dubo
that the loss of these two letters is the r
third letter produced a w sound. It doe
Prayer (Lord's Prayer, c. 900) and will
Amazingly, one letter was actually
the conquest that is not around today.
the Middle English texts of the Lord's
dealt with separately.
One of the most interesting change
the tenth century, is that of the pronoun
of the nominative second person singu
(Millward, 1996), p 100. (Sweet, 1963
(Thompson, 1995). There is, in fact, a
change took place, and it appears to be
words. This pronoun is the primary fo
example of how the English language,
time.
French and Latin obviously had a
of the English language. It was the No
contact between these three languages
speaking people into domination over
the Old English to fall out of use and f
use that Latin to replace holes in this b
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agreement
about the fact that Language
Ranier: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 4, 2002
remains, how does it evolve?
Long has been the debate about the
construction of Language. Does langua
agree that it does. This evolution can no
however. It is very much like natural se
difference, there is no combining of gen
random, process, reproduction. Words
language as a whole breeds with another
variety of language. This evolution is th
mixing of languages in to new dialects,
totally new languages. Thus, the term b
natural selection in order to better differ
though similar are not synonymous. Lan
comes into contact with another languag
evolution, even if it is not natural selecti
In 1859 Charles Darwin published T
1958). This work attempted to explain h
had evolved into different species, by m
natural selection. Simply put, natural se
specific traits, which are beneficial to th
the individuals with that specific trait are
thus passing the trait on to the subsequen
modification, is now accepted almost un
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recent Mazaretes (who gave the Biblica
Gardner-Webb
Vol. 4 [2017],
Art. 1 sounds are fundam
these
two Review,
letters
and
explains the vowel of the first syllable.
Although German is the mother of
more impact, at least on vocabulary. T
m3>re(Dubois, 1954). At first glance,
However, the two words still bear strik
consonants remain the same, and the v
the <E>. Thus, the only real change is th
nevertheless, a similarity exists.
The mother tongue of French is La
form of mother is mater (Ullman, 1936
the German. Thus, the same comparis
becomes interesting is that two languag
family, have exactly the same word for
itself is a strong piece of evidence for
language.
One of the oldest languages in Eu
Greek. In the Koine the equivalent, of
is essentially the same word as its Lati
the (a) of the initial syllable has been l
to what happens to the first syllable in
Russian, is only very distantly rela
similarities are still astounding. In Ru
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surface, since (e) and (i) are considered
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Another
Germanic language that has had
linguistic development of English, is Da
Danes attacked northern Britain. From
Norman Conquest, the Danes would be
1996). During these nearly three hundre
some impact upon English development
are not yet known. The Danish equivale
only major difference between this and t
with (t), and the dropping of the second,
vowel. Otherwise, the two are identical.
French, on the other hand, shows m
the English three is trois (Dubois, 1954)
the same reason as the German, to replac
(ee) to (oi), a diphthong that retains the
while producing a new initial sound. Th
explains the vowel shift. The addition o
that will be discussed in the following pa
In French's predecessor language, L
The basic form tre is the same as in Germ
alteration of (t) to (th), English. The add
in most cases tresl acts as an adjective,
adjectival ending, for first and second de
1936).
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remarkably
similar, the Modem Englis
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 4 [2017], Art. 1
the forms. Also, the Modem English h
form. In terms of the German, the cap
addition (h) has been added to soften t
accusative, the (e) has become (i), in a

(h).

The Danish first person pronouns
in the objective (Allan, 1998). In orde
relationship between, jeg and I, an exp
order. In the Greek text of the New T
nominative singular form, is spelled, jl
the initial letter is an (i) not a Q)- The
1999), nor does the Latin (Ullman, 19
spelled Iohannes (Fischer, 1994). Onc
Since, (j) and (i) are, quite obviously,
that the two would be used interchang
final consonant, is also not very differ
Both the sounds, (ch) and (g) are cons
from the back of the mouth and in the
related.
The accusative form, meg, in the
the German. It has simply, a shift from
Therefore, no other commentary is ne
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other languages, but has the addition o
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simply
an inflectional ending, and thus
explanation has been accomplished.
The Czech form is jI3 (Short, 1994
significant difference between the Czec
further explanation. The accusative for
also bears a substantial similarity to the
further explanation.
The Koine Greek has the nominati
form is transliterated the same as the La
explanations. The accusative has two p
(Cranford, 1999). The latter form is tra
former, however, adds the (ej) to the be
Greek first person pronominal form, be
derelict from a more archaic form of th
pertinent to this discussion.
Finally, comes Albanian. The Alb
The nominative singular form of the fir
1999) This bears a very striking resem
Latin form of one which is, in the Latin
French, un/une (Dubois, 1954). This m
of the pronoun, but it is not relevant to
The accusative form, on the other h
European forms. In Albanian, this form
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required to articulate simple ideas. By
comprehension
abilities
had been redu
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 4 [2017],
Art. 1
these findings, especially the compreh
conclusions. He maintains that this in
the use of words (Leiberman, 1998).
Linguist Steven Pinker holds the o
following example from George Orwe
new language created by Orwell called
for freedom or liberty (Orwell, 1949).
idea still exists. One can still imagine
is no word for such a concept. Though
can be extended into the real world of
This paper is on the side of Pinke
favor of linguistic evolution, one can c
the same thing in different languages.
however, the implications of this are f
language field. If for example, the wo
French equivalent is p(&re. These two
languages from two very different lang
families have developed different wor
concept cannot be dependent upon the
Then there is the homophone exa
a small platform with a back intended
sound almost exactly the same, but it m
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therefore I am," or "I love you." Or rat
Ranier: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 4, 2002
physical
frames of reference. The word
reference as is "love." Yet these are ab
image that occurs to the recipient of thi
express these concepts in its dance-lang
There still remains the problem of
communication is most certainly differe
answer is really quite simple, grammar.
grammatical structure. This structure is
that language. No distinctive and repea
detected in the whale songs. In German
in a statement the verb is always in seco
change, ever. English, French, and Rus
they do exist, nonetheless. Thus, given
certain distinct "words." Words being
which have a constant meaning in a giv
appear to have these (this is not to say t
found just that they have not been yet).
language, neither the bee dances nor the
them to today. Human language does,
simply, a form of communication that u
constructions and words to convey not
abstract concepts. That is language.
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compare these language groups and to
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 4 [2017], Art. 1
these major families are related and the
source. With that he has proven that la
Now, thanks to Ruhlen, one can see th
moves to how. How does language ev
selection? Do languages actually get s
Certainly not. However, many of the m
is carried out do apply in this instance.
who are a clan or extended family and
linguistic patterns. Certain words are
be in the vocabularies of other genetic
patterns will also corrupt the actual pro
some reason isolated and forced to for
consequently, eventually, their own civ
differences will remain in the vocabula
These corruptions will be furthered by
new dialect has developed. Then, give
enough generations, this dialect may c
This language will share many of the c
(especially grammar); thus the two wil
actually be the same. This scenario is
mechanisms for the evolution of langu
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English remains the ultimate exam
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Dictionary
edition can hardly have less
printed. Such colloquialisms as "neat",
changed their meanings in recent decad
the common speech such that even a hig
hesitate to say that something is "cool"
which language evolves. At one point,
comparison. The people he is with take
people they come in contact with and so
leads this mechanism down a new and f
picture or television show uses a phrase
much larger portion of the population h
these people use this phrase in the prese
example would be that of Star Trek's "B
popular phrase was never actually used
viewers of this television show then beg
desire to be removed from a situation in
makes them uncomfortable. Then later
began to use this same expression. And
dictionary, it is definitely part of Ameri
evolution in action.
This evolution apparently occurred
modem man out of Africa. If one overl
South America (Ruhlen, 1994) and a ge
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colonies). A pigin is a spoken form of
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 4 [2017], Art. 1
vocabulary, but has no real grammatica
out of a pigin. It has a simple conglom
grammar. These two forms develop in
often where there are many different la
already acquired a grammatical structu
structure without substantial effort. A
children of pigin speakers. These child
structure over their parents combined v
often arises in immigrant worker scena
A language develops when there i
languages, followed by an extended pe
languages can continue to develop alo
It is this breeding of language that shal
this paper. Specifically, the breeding o
shall be addressed here. If it had not b
breeding of these three languages in 1
language. It is still classified as a Germ
in form, the vocabulary has been heav
impacts of French and Latin.
Probably, one of, if not the best e
influences, is the second person singul
English (Thompson, 1995). The Mod
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sou. (Aland, 1998) Not how similar the
Ranier: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 4, 2002
vowel
diphthong is exactly the same. T
problem. The (y) sound and the (s) sou
English form, however, has undergone
to its present point. The reasons for thi
sections.
In the Latin Vulgate, the form in th
The changes here are two. First, the ini
changed to (t). Other than this, the only
masculine singular genitive ending5. T
Latin use of (t) will become the norm in
here.
The French form found in the Matt
shifts to (a), but this is not the case in th
discussed later in this section. Otherwis
same.
In the German text of the Lord's Pr
nominative and Dein the possessive (Ki
focused upon here is du. The change fr
simple. The initial consonant has shifte
This change is simple enough.
The Eastern Slavic language, Russi
1992) . Once again the (t) sound is reta
shifted to the genitive. This still is rem
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with other languages, the vowel change
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 4 [2017], Art. 1
cannot properly discussed without the
In the Middle English, however, th
the translation of the pronoun. The for
pronoun, "i (Paues, 1904). The posse
genitive case form, and it is a result of
1996). The initial consonant remains t
the loss of the final consonant (n). Alt
the possessive (Millward, 1996).
In the previous paragraphs, the for
personal found in the Lord's Prayer ha
a problem with this comparison, which
same case form. In order to better com
simply examine the nominative singula
The forms of these eleven languages a
ti, "u, *u, you. These languages are,
(Ullman, 1936), French (Dubois, 1954
(Allan, 1998), Russian (Kostomarov,
(Newmark, 1982), Old English (Mitch
English (Millward, 1996), and Modem
very little difference between these ele
major alterations. First, the Greek has
the majority of other languages have a
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of this time. Over this period many wor
4, 2002
usedRanier:
inGardner-Webb
everyReview,
dayVolume
speech
dropped out. B
throne in the early fifteenth century, and
(Green, 1891), the English language had
vocabulary necessary for commerce, pol
been lost. These words must then be rep
English, they would quickly come acros
synonym. An excellent example of this
debt. The Old English form had been gy
however, this word had primarily dropp
of Henry V, therefore, it was replaced b
(Fischer, 1994). The form was then con
(NOAB, 1991). This is how linguistic b
into contact with another, some vocabul
then goes on separately and the vocabula
based upon their use, until they become
original combined languages, but rather
There is one other consequence of t
inflection. This is actually not a direct r
French, it is rather a result of the use of
four hundred years. This resulted in a la
English lost its inflection, simply becaus
retain only one, in the case of nouns or t
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sound.
The resulting sound is a (gv), w
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 4 [2017], Art. 1
scenario, to a (gy) sound.
This is one possibility for how this
(g) sound naturally changes into the (g
a result of linguistic isolation. This doe
of natural selection in the evolution of
pronoun, but rather give it two possibi
This is all well and good, but how
affect the singular form, which even in
but has not changed in spelling or pron
1996). The answer, once again is cons
isolation, the tendency is for consolida
forms (i.e. debitus becomes debt, etc.)
In English, in the centuries follow
virtual isolation. By this is not meant
languages, on the contrary this was a p
exploration, but there is not a lasting p
English still has its centuries of contac
they are no longer an influence, thus th
formed through contact with these lan
is in this period of simplification and c
pronoun makes its final shift. In this p
fully explained the singular and plural
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logical to apply the principals that Darw
Ranier: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 4, 2002
languages.
Though there a number of d
Selection and the linguistic evolutionar
are not of great significance and warran
from Natural Selection. This work onl
field which still requires a great deal of
linguistic evolution.

Appendix

The Lord's P

The Lord's Prayer in Greek
Pavter hJmw'n oJ ejn toi'" oujranoi'"
ajgiasqhvtw to; ojvnomav sou
ejlqevtw hJ basileiva sou
genhqhvtw to; qevlhmav sou,
wJ" ejn oujranw/' kai; ejpi; gh'"
to;n ajvrton hJmw'n to;n ejpiouvsion do
kai; ajvfe" hJmi'n ta; ojfeilhvmata hJmw
wJ" kai; hJmei"' ajfnvkamen toi'" ojfeil
kai; mh; eijsenevgkh/" hJma"' eij" peira
ajlla; rJu'sai hJma"' ajpo; tou' ponhpou'.
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Donne-nous
aujourd'hui notre pain
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 4 [2017], Art. 1
quotidien,
Pardonne-nous nos offenses comme
nous pardonnons aussi d ceux qui nous
ont offensQs.
Ne nous laisse pas entrer dans la tentati
mais d©livre-nous du Malin.

German
Vater unser, der Du bist im Himmel.
Geheiliget werde Dein Name.
Dein Reich komme. Dein Wille gesche
wie im Himmel, also auch auf Erden.
Unser tSglich Brot gieb uns heute.
Und vergieb uns unsere Schuld,
als wir vergieben unsem Schuldigem.
Und fthre uns nicht in Versuchung;
Sondern erHse uns von dem Hbel.
Denn Dein ist das Reich und die
Kraft und die Herrlichkeit in Ewigkeit.
Amen.
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as we forhuen ech man that owith us to
Ranier:
Gardner-Webb
Review, Volume
4, 2002
And
lede
us not
in to
temtacioun

Modem English
Our Father in heaven,
hallowed be your name.
Your kingdom come.
Your will be done,
on earth as it is in heaven.
Give us this day our daily bread.
And forgive us our debts,
as we have forgiven our debtors.
And do not bring us to the time of trial,
but deliver us from the evil one.

Russian
Jnxt bfi- ceobq yf yt,tcf[@
If cdznbncz bvz Ndjt+ If ghb_
bltn Wfhcndbt Ndjt+ If ,eltn dj
kz Ndjz b yf ptvkt- rfr yf yt_
,t+ [kt, yfi yfceoysq lfq
yfv yf ctq ltym+ b ghjcnb yfv
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Albanian
Ati, yne qe je ne qiell,
te nderofshin te gjithe ngerezit.
Ardhte mbreteria jote u befte vullneti yt se ne qiell,
ashtu edhe ne toke.
Buken tone te perditshme na e jep sot.
na i fal fajet tona,
sic ua falem ne fajtoreve tane.
E mos lejo te biem na tundim,
por na shpeto nga i Ligu.
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Rape is the same it is more or less
the country or culture. Everyone think
about sex, like domestic violence, it is a
Its not masochistic it's sick. I heard on
seen one real sexual assault. Its alarm
to be there to protect doesn't believe th
Ranier: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 4, 2002

Introduction to Viole

A fist slams into your face as your b
picked up and slammed against the wall
violent movie, but in actuality this episo
world. Or picture a man forcing a wom
him. Tears stream down her face and sh
Both domestic violence and sexual
that takes place every day and there is li
Violence against women is compounded
race, ethnicity, sexual orientation, social
socially marginalized women are particu
treatment, said Broken Bodies and Shatt
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community
or as their employers.8 So
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 4 [2017], Art. 1
concluding it could not happen to you,
members, because it is likely that more
involved in a violent domestic relation
It happens in Africa, America, the
East. Violence occurs equally in every
in every racial and socioeconomic cate
and cultural reasons, not racial. Kathle
against Domestic Violence remarked, “
political. The use of violence is an exte
accepted. For decades we believed tha
This is why we have worked so hard to
Furthermore, domestic violence an
the world. Being hit by your husband
boundaries. Most nations do have som
international treaty to make such abuse
the codes is quite similar in most of the
to the advantage of men. This is becau
national laws were written.
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very limited recognition that oppressio
domestic
andReview,
family
worlds, contribute
Ranier: Gardner-Webb
Volume 4, 2002
continually buttresses inequality and vi
political and social equality, women mu
being similar to men. The internationa
discrimination promises equality to wo
mode and offers little to those who do n
Charlesworth said in her research t
are in an inferior position because they
public or private worlds and internation
economic, social, cultural and legal con
powerlessness.15 Whether a country is
the actions against women are typically
action against men who beat and rape w
figures, at least twenty percent of wome
physically abused or sexually assaulted
This inaction against domestic viol
numerous women to end up in hospitals
A woman cannot live in a state of conti
woman learns in an abusive relationship
that she can on occasion suppress the fe
compensate for the beatings or the rapin
to a person in a war zone. In almost ev
culture of male abuse and female accom
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Campbell writes in Unequal Demo
marriage is what all private and public
women and men.22 The only legitimate
becomes dividing the world into a publ
relationship with the government is cen
The second sphere deals with the right
relationships-even if encouraged, sanct
become a private issue not worthy of p
Therefore most of the problems women
homes, is ignored.
On the surface, family privacy see
foundation for defending state passivity
policy of non-intervention has the effec
person (the state will not interfere with
the freedom of the other person (the sta
violence).25
International human rights declara
otherwise without access to the interna
making international legal claims. Th
otherwise state-centered discourse of i
as the language of victims and the disp
world are a part of this dispossessed an
The international code of human r
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 4 [2017], Art. 1
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violence
problem.
Ranier: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 4, 2002
The fact that women’s human righ
against women is rising, seems incongr
Charter states and what nations say the
rights. The United Nations Universal D
“The peoples of the United Nation
faith in fundamental human rights,
person and in the equal rights of m
promote social progress and better
The Charter goes even further by s
the rights to life, liberty, and the securi
one “shall be subjected to torture or to
treatment or punishment.” 37 Women
They are beaten and have cigarettes bu
many western nations and third world n
treaties to end torture as well as to prot
signatures millions of women are subje
At base level, Article 1 provides fo
rights and fundamental freedoms witho
fundamental rights. In the 1945 United
articulated, “To achieve international c
problems of an economic, social, cultur
promoting and encouraging respect for
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Finally, Article 2 weakens the UN
makes it harder for the UN and its agen
against women in the home. Violence
worldwide. It is even harder for strides
sexual assault against women when the
the dominant organization in internatio
professor at the City University of New
International Women’s Human Rights
against women. She stated in MacKinn
war, “To protect women globally we m
its contexts, in war as well as in the eve
Despite the rights abuses women f
UN stills claims that it upholds rights f
promote “universal respect for, and ob
fundamental freedoms for all without d
religion.”41 But the UN has not done s
Charlesworth’s research documen
women have weaker implementation o
that deal with racial or religious obliga
and monitor them are under-resourced
compared to other human rights bodies
practice of states in making reservation
instruments is apparently tolerated; as
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 4 [2017], Art. 1
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The home in the eighteenth, ninetee
handled in much the same manner that p
international society of states in these c
prerogative of each state to treat its own
prerogatives were then handed down ov
pillars of society: economic policy, gov
Among the reasons why women are ens
economic dependency; patriarchal, soci
failure of the medical and criminal justic
question of women’s vulnerability to ab
Many of the writers who assert that
allows for female abuse also contend th
contributed to the victimization of wives
God ordains patriarchy.50 Clarke (1986
Battered Women, states:
Theological beliefs become an inte
beliefs are very powerful for a relig
relationship. If a battered women’s
believe that a wife is subordinate to
unalterable life-time commitment, o
faithful, then those convictions have
The researchers concluded that “the
general, and the abuse of female spouse
Ranier: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 4, 2002
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political,
cultural
Gardner-Webb Review,
Vol. 4 [2017],or
Art. 1 religious tensions
outside of this context. Where torture
constitutions and international laws, it
elements: severe physical and/or ment
inflicted, for specific purposes and wit
However, domestic violence and rape
acknowledged in national law, much l
Domestic violence and rape entail
torture. The breaking of the will and t
individual or group basis, is as much a
it is of torture. Indeed, domestic violen
structural, a mechanism of patriarchal
superiority and female inferiority.57 O
violence are sex-stereotyped roles and
and political predominance of man an
Physical and psychological viole
control or will breaking. Both domest
form of usually escalating, physical br
physical, is a significant feature in bat
control and entrapment.61 Physical to
necessitate any special equipment.62
infliction of pain with objects such as
methods of intimate violence resembl
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Torturers use subtle methods to bre
arbitrary and unpredictable punishments
use the alternation of active and passive
undermine the prisoner’s morale-sustain
convert the torturer into a savior.70 All
endurance and manipulate dependency,
psychological in torture-that torture is a
and not just a set of brutal physical acts.
Officially recognized torture and do
kinds of anguish, humiliation, physical a
brutality and the fear of death. Others, s
children, are abused and threatened to m
victim. The anguish and disintegration o
through methods that passively as well a
Just as the process of manipulation
torture, so is the process of survival. Ba
behaviors such as praising their abuser,
themselves.73 These behaviors may in a
survival.74 This survival mechanism can
dependency, debility and dread as well a
comprise the post-traumatic stress disord
of official violence.75
To survive these attacks in a batterin
Ranier: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 4, 2002
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activities
that call the traumatic event to
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 4 [2017], Art. 1
Torture, domestic violence and sex
mind to concentrate on surviving the ab
instinct, the body goes into what is call
encompasses three psychological stage
bewilderment; (b) passivity and lack of
accompanied by the inability to follow
concentration difficulties.82 Much the s
women whether subjected to physical o
experience anxiety, depression, and sle
develop a “continuum of tolerance” in
women would never think of enduring.
Sherif and Hovland is suggestive along
of acceptance,” within which people ex
come to accept what most people woul
Women often react to being raped
will not understand, such as delaying r
the anguish at first.86 PTSD has emerg
connects Rape Trauma Syndrome, Bat
trauma.87 Psychiatrist Judith Herman,
syndrome, states,
“Only after 1980, when the ef
legitimated the concept of po
become clear that the psycho
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identified: they revolve around control,
Ranier: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 4, 2002
making
the victim do the bidding of the
Declaration emphasizes violence as “the
mechanism by which women are forced
compared to men.”95 The difference, ho
against women is their treatment in soci
All three happen every hour of ever
The only cross-national difference is the
lack of protection. Torture is treated wi
prosecutions at higher rates than those a
The main reason for this is the sex of the
violence happens in the home while tort
those who argue that all three do not occ
sexism.
Nations vary in the amount of prote
society. Some nations provide as much
a distinction between men and women in
distinct legal problems and needs. Othe
protections for women and men, seeing
two sexes. Still other countries do not s
whatsoever. The women within these cu
subservient to their husbands and male r
ensure that women have equal opportuni
employment and access to formal state p
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women’s
causes
have
Gardner-Webb Review,
Vol. 4 [2017],
Art. 1 advanced but in
sexual assault the nation still has a long
despite the countless abuse prevention
in the area of domestic violence, it seem
fact, battering alone is now the leading
United States.99 Family violence statis
underreported.”100 Total reported viol
annually, with more than half committe
Official reports in the USA say that a w
while 700,000 women are raped a year
Bureau of Investigation reported that i
eighteen seconds; now it is twelve seco
domestic violence has much the same
well in the United States; and yet this t
American culture and other cultures.
Great deals of the studies on viole
western nations, particularly the Unite
great deal to do with society, religion
dichotomy. American feminists would
the maintenance of two systems of ine
Feminists go further by arguing that th
position of enforcer and must initiate a
step.105 The problem in the U.S. is mor
than the legal system. As in the case o
https://digitalcommons.gardner-webb.edu/gwurev/vol4/iss1/1
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onlyRanier:
after
women’s groups successfully
Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 4, 2002
failure to arrest, charging denial of equa
Minneapolis Domestic Violence Experi
deter violence but studies on the same la
decrease but higher levels of offense.112
laws are put into place, the problem of v
away.
Another problem is not allowing th
the U.S. or in another nation, they are p
was rape. It could include questions abo
character, allowing the defense to raise
innocence.113 One defense attorney did
victim’s colorful lifestyle.114 The result
progress toward elimination of question
victims.115 So it seems the welfare of w
male-friendly legal codes whether in a w
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12% of Finnish families; victims are m
andGardner-Webb
pensioners.121
There
is no evidenc
Review, Vol. 4 [2017], Art.
1
common in the past few years, but it ha
The problem in Finland is more cultura
proverb says that the ideal man of a Fi
when he is drunk.123 Traditionally the p
treatment centers and health care servi
domestic violence.124 Domestic violen
problem. According to a Gallup-poll, m
to "interfere with things that do not co
having an incident of domestic violenc
underreporting not the police action.
On this subject, it is interesting to
Affairs and Health in Finland has rema
violent men cost much less than the co
has been established that one act of vio
society 185,000 Finnish marks (more t
treatment of a violent man costs less th
evaluation sessions for three months a
for government action it must be prov
the pocket not to the human life.
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or cleaning, jealousy and a variety of ot
evidence
indicates
Ranier: Gardner-Webb
Review, Volumethat
4, 2002 violence against
terrifying proportions, both within the f
woman is often subjected to all forms o
dowry and sometimes rape.133 Outside t
molestation and sexual harassment at w
Further, new forms of violence like fem
older forms like sati have taken place.135
reflects the worsening status of Indian w
falling female birth ratio, rising unemplo
and harassment at work.136 Singh propo
attitude and behavior of those who enfo
that is not severely punished in India. R
is domestic violence, causing a great de
the victim. The problem, however, is ho
Singh noted in her research that in India
with doubt and suspicion, and are assum
them.
Amother problem in India lies withi
is dominated by male jurists and hands d
impossible for rape to be seen as a crime
problem with providing adequate rape le
subject as well. In India, the law with re
that “when a man is prosecuted for rape
shown that the prosectrix was of general
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Islamic
faith
but
it Art.
is1 when religion is p
Gardner-Webb
Review, Vol.
4 [2017],
about.141 The author goes on to state th
how it was applied in early and classica
contemporary fundamentalists to harbo
culture where degradation against wom
have little respect for what happens to
Othman contends that it should be
be accepted as humans, and goes furthe
Islamic text.143 However, the concept o
is quite different from when religious l
nations interpret the Qur’an. One auth
and women’s rights:
“With respect to the status o
that they have full legal capac
law and commercial law matt
requisite legal personality to h
otherwise acquire or lose civi
Muslim women do not enjoy
Muslim men under the Shari’
Islamic reformation.”144
Indicative also is that most of the
human rights or women’s rights intern
Islamic nations are not involved with h
broader rights for women and non-Mu
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emphasis
on to persuading both partner
Ranier: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 4, 2002
on with assuring safety and security for
The essential argument of the lead
women had no rights to protection in th
Shari’a provides no protection for wom
home. Othman goes on to assert that th
tolerate widespread abuse and violence
family as the price for maintaining the
bulwark of their own political interests.
refuse to use the teachings of the Hadit
scripture for the Islamic community, be
the prophet Muhammad. The Hadith te
“And they (the women) have rights sim
a just manner.”

Rape a Weapon of

The state is helping the women of
In East Timor where sex violence was u
did not receive the sympathy one would
encountered direct hatred for what had
wrote that the victims have often becom
Mydens goes further by saying that som
husbands and their communities as “dir
Published by Digital Commons @ Gardner-Webb University, 2017
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The same is true in Bosnia and Cro
the ethnic cleansing in the wars constitu
non-Serbs from the territory that was ca
expansion through ethnic extermination
torture, and murder of Muslim and Cro
Superiors in the militias handed down
soldiers, and also had the acts of rape a
watched the tapes and partook in these
MacKinnon believes Serbian aggr
incontestable as male aggression is aga
author also notes in her study that some
denied to thousands of women victimiz
law does not fully recognize gender-sp
secretary-general Boutros Boutros-Gha
failed to outline a clear procedure for p
commanders, and contained no provisi
Additionally, despite rape being banne
tortuous crime is not recognized as a “
initiated rape into its list of war crimes
even when it occurs on a large scale is
unpunished, just as it goes on unpunish
Gardner-Webb Review, Vol. 4 [2017], Art. 1
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and punishing such abuses by private in
taking
effective
to prevent abuses,
Ranier: Gardner-Webb
Review, steps
Volume 4, 2002
to prosecute the alleged perpetrator and
proceedings and to ensure adequate rep
redress.
At least in the area of legal initiativ
to combat violence against women. The
of Violence against Women and the Fou
Women held in Beijing in 1995 set out
eliminate violence against women.168 Th
legislation to ensure effectiveness in eli
emphasizing the prosecution of offende
the mechanisms of justice for effective r
Women pushed nations to promote poli
women, particularly those polices in law
judicial, medical and social services.174
one indicator for measuring a state’s wi
against acts of torture. 169 Yet the UN Se
acknowledged in June 2000 that since th
Women five years earlier, violence agai
everywhere but such violence had in fac
So what can be done to make wome
behavior? The duty of the state is to ma
and to freedom from torture and ill-treat
when necessary, to moderate tradition th
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menGardner-Webb
look Review,
at women
the governmen
Vol. 4 [2017], Art.and
1
which affect women. It would help firs
community would be more effective at
physical assault against women. Being
should be a better example. That means
under arrest who has just hurt a woman
It is hard for America to expect oth
rights and to press countries to sign the
nation itself does nothing to end human
same argument holds true for the Unite
tribunals do little to protect women. W
concentration camps in recent wars-Ser
that were well known and well docume
their crimes. The women, who were the
and viewed as the instigators of the crim
One way to end these abusive acts
younger generations of attitudes that it
Colleges and public schools could inco
example, a class that explores and anal
against women. It would help as stude
legal consequences of abuse, and have
programs or victims themselves talk to
students grow up too quick; this is just
reality in the world: more than half of a
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would
help if there were more domestic
Ranier: Gardner-Webb Review, Volume 4, 2002
every nation in the world. These could
NOW or Amnesty International.
No matter what national governmen
of the problem lies within cultures and r
systems to change. For change to occur
takes decades or hundreds of years. Fur
friends, politicians and fellow citizens tu
when they know a woman lives in this ty
can be done as long as this abuse is beli
problem.
This abuse may go on privately, bu
life. When a majority of women are abu
this is viewed as okay, then women as a
Finally, the problem goes on in homes t
and women live in fear every moment o
others just wait to be hit again. Its odd
medicines that are being invented to cur
that are supposedly here to help save the
prevalent. Neither the UN nor national
seems willing to step in and extend help
women. Feminists may argue women ar
that no one protects them and that half o
point in their life.
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